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Abstract 

This thesis explores the solar PV market in Kenya and how it can contribute to achieve 

universal access to all Kenyans within 2030. Half of the population in Kenya are currently 

considered unelectrified, and most of them life in off-grid areas without access to the national 

main-grid. Off-grid solar PV electricity are expected to play a significant role in electrifying 

the remaining half, but the diffusion of the technology is still considered as low. This study 

investigates different determinants that influences the solar PV market. It uses principles from 

the appropriate technology approach to consider the social effects of using solar PV, and to 

what extent the systems available on the market are context-specific to the users in rural 

Kenya. To achieve these findings, I have conducted a case study of the rural Kenyan solar PV 

market, with Northern and Western Kenya in focus, by using triangulation as a method with 

interviews, document analysis and observations.  
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1. Introduction 

This thesis investigates decentralized, off-grid solar PV power supply in rural Kenya, which is 

one of the most potential solutions to provide access to basic electricity for households not 

connected to the conventional national grid. Min (2015, p.2) describes electricity as the 

“lifeblood of modern economy” since most economic activities happening today depends on a 

steady supply of electricity and a stable system to distribute it. According to the United 

Nations (UN’s) imitative Sustainable Energy for All (SE4ALL), less than 40 percent of the 

population in rural Kenya had access to electricity in 2016. Rural areas are considered poorer 

than the urban ones, and most people in rural Kenya rely on agriculture which puts them in a 

vulnerable situation considering climate change and erratic weather.  

Literature and reports on the field has historically been dealing with the balance between 

companies cost-relativity and consumer affordability, as a dominant factor on the low solar 

PV diffusion in poor and remote areas in Kenya. I start from the observation that previous use 

of western technologies has caused several environmental problems in low income countries, 

and that the dependency on western technologies is posing economic and self-sufficiency 

problems. The findings in this study confirm that the balance between finance and 

affordability remains a challenge, but emphasis also that technical- and social factors found in 

the study should be given more attention.  

To achieve these findings, I have conducted a case study of the off-grid solar PV market in 

rural Kenya through a triangulation of interviews, observations and document analysis. I have 

used literature and principles from the appropriate technology approach to analyze to what 

extent the social innovation of solar PV and the systems available are appropriate, and how to 

make it possible that households can choose appropriate systems.  
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1.1. Energy for all 

This study is positioned as a case study of the global question of energy equity – of the right 

for everyone to have access to electricity and energy. This is a major global challenge.  

International Energy Outlook 2017, The U.S Energy Information Administration’s latest 

report estimates that world energy consumption will grow by 28% between 2015 and 2040. 

Renewables are expected to be the fastest-growing energy source, with consumption 

increasing by an average 2.3% per year between 2015 and 2040. The second fastest-growing 

source of energy is projected to be nuclear power with consumption increasing by 1.5% per 

year over that period. Fossil fuels will however still account for more than three-quarters of 

world energy consumption through 2040, where natural gas, which has a lower carbon 

intensity than coal and petroleum, is the fastest-growing fossil fuel in the outlook (U.S. 

Energy Information Administration, September 2017).  

World Energy Council predicted in 2016 that global demand for energy per capita will peak in 

2030 thanks to new energy technologies and stricter government policies. They outlined a 

“fundamentally new world for the energy industry” calling it the “grand transition”. While 

overall per capita energy demand would begin to fall, demand for electricity would double by 

2060. The report further predicts that the “phenomenal” growth of solar and wind energy will 

continue, while coal and oil fade from the energy mix. Although solar and wind accounted for 

4% of power generation in 2014, it could supply up to 39% by 2060, while hydroelectric 

power and nuclear are also expected to grow (World Energy Council, 2016).   

1.1.1. 2030: Universal sustainable electricity – also in Kenya? 

Ockwell (2017) states that people in the "rich world” or as he refers to, or those who have 

long had access to plentiful electricity, may find it difficult to imagine how life without 

electricity is. It involves most aspects of our daily lives and routines, even those we consider 

as basic human needs such as lighting, cooking, washing and communication. All these are 

made either easier, or indeed, even possible because of our access to electricity (Ockwell, 

2017). Because of this, some have for long considered access to electricity as a human right 

(Winther, 2008). Today and after 2015, it is a general universal agreement to consider 

electricity as a human right (IEA and World Bank, 2015). The president of “Energy for 

Africa”, Jean-Louis Borloo stated that “Without light and electricity, there is no development, 

there is no democracy” (Politico, 2015). So, even though some disagree to call sustainable 

energy a human right, it is without doubt an indirect factor that prevents people and countries 

from development and democratization.  
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In 2011, The UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon launched the Sustainable Energy for All 

Initiative (SE4All). He further declared 2012 the year for sustainable energy for all. This was 

expected to catalyze major new investments to accelerate the transformation of the world’s 

energy systems, continuous elimination of energy poverty and enhance prosperity. The goal 

of the initiative is to mobilize all stakeholders to take action toward ensuring universal access 

to modern energy services within the UN timeframe of 2030. Different ongoing international 

programs and projects are now working on providing electricity to those that still lack access. 

The World Bank and International Energy Agency estimated in 2015 that 135 million people 

need to be provided access to electricity every year in order to achieve universal access by 

2030. Based on predictions, one can also assume that most of the growth in energy demand 

over the coming decade will be in low-income countries (Wolfram et al., 2012). In 2015, 

governments worldwide also agreed, through Sustainable Development Goal 7, to call for 

universal access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.   

Universal access to everyone within 2030 is thus also applicable to Kenya. Approximately 

half of the population living in Kenya are considered unelectrified, according to World Bank 

statistics. The Government of Kenya embraces the objectives of the SE4All Initiative and 

appreciates that its timelines fall within those of the national development blue print, Vision 

2030. Thanks to the Energy Policy 2004 and Energy Act 2006, the Kenyan government opted 

to be a part of the SE4All Initiative and had already achieved significant strides in developing 

the framework for energy development. This initiative contributed to The Kenyan Action 

Agenda and Investment Prospectus that is a roadmap to delivering clean energy to all 

Kenyans, developed through a consultative process and has provided useful experience for 

ongoing application. A collaboration with the New Partnership of African Development 

(NEPAD) Energy, EU BizClim Facility, United Nations Development Organization (UNDP), 

MOEP and HCL Consultants initiated and completed the draft Action Agenda and Investment 

Prospectus. Kenyan Energy Sectors Stakeholders and a validation process, after extensive 

consultations, was also a part of this roadmap.  

The Kenyan Ministry of Energy, Kenya Power and Rural Electrification Authority are now 

working together to provide electricity to off-grid areas in Kenya. At the same time, there is 

plenty of private companies on the market which have focused on decentralized power supply 

through solar.  
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Off-grid households in rural Kenya bought more than 700 000 solar systems between 2009-

2013, and, according to IREK, 470 000 rural households owned a solar home system in 2015 

with an increase of another 100 000 the following year (Lighting Africa, Kenya; IREK, n.d.; 

The Economist, 2016). The governmental central strategy aimed to increase grid connectivity 

through supporting the distributed solar sector and increased grid-connectivity from 23 

percent in 2012 to 70 percent in 2017. Due to the subsidized Last Mile Connectivity Project of 

the Kenya Power and Lighting Company (KPLC), household connection fees have reduced 

and have allowed for payment in instalments. The program has achieved significant increase 

in connections between 2011/12 to 2015/16 (KPLC, 2016). Despite the increase in solar PV 

sales from the 1980s, solar PV penetration rate was 3 to 4 percent in 2013.  

1.2. Decentralized solar PV technology  

Solar photovoltaic technology, often referred to as Solar PV, are growing as an alternative 

way of getting access to electricity in Kenya and other countries with similar challenges 

related to electricity. Solar PV is a technology that converts sunlight into direct current 

electricity by using semiconductors. When the sun hits the semiconductor within the PV cell, 

electrons are freed and form an electric current. It is generally employed on a panel, also 

referred to as solar panels in this paper (Energypedia, Solar PV).  

Solar PV technology is sold as decentralized off-grid systems on the Kenyan market. 

Decentralized off-grid electricity solutions tend to be based upon stand-alone and mini-grid 

systems. All three solar PV systems included in this study will thus be referred to as either 

decentralized – or off-grid solutions.  

Stand-alone systems tend to be used at the individual level within smaller settings such as 

households, businesses, clinics, schools etc., whilst mini-grids are used to serve the energy 

needs at the village scale. The stand-alone systems discussed in this thesis are Solar Home 

Systems and Lanterns. 
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Research Question 

 

This paper seeks to understand how social and technical factors can influence the diffusion of 

off-grid solar PV systems in Kenya. 

Based on this, the overreaching research question is thus: 

What are the major determinants that are influencing the decentralized solar PV systems 

diffusion in rural Kenya?  

To investigate this, I will conduct in-depth knowledge of the users in rural Kenya as well as 

their preferences, consumption needs and context of living. The following sub-questions are, 

thus:   

a) To what extent are solar PV systems on the rural Kenyan market appropriate to the 

users, what are the gaps and how can actors provide solar systems with a greater 

extent of appropriateness?   

b) What are the main motivation when users are selecting between the different solar PV 

system, and what are the hindrances for users to be able to choose systems based on 

appropriateness?  
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2. Solar PV technology in Kenya’s power system 

2.1. Rural Kenya 

The areas that are being investigated in this paper are the more rural areas and its villages and 

communities. There are roughly 20-25 such districts, which tend to be located around denser 

headquarter towns, without access to the national electricity grid. Some rural areas have lately 

been served by public mini-grids, which is not considered the same as the main-grid. These 

areas are, therefore, also considered a part of rural Kenya within this study.  

IEA recommended in 2014 a minimum level of electricity consumption of 250 kWh per year 

for a rural household to be considered electrified (IEA, 2014). In the same year, it was 

estimated that 12.5 percent of the population in rural Kenya had access to electricity, 

compared to approximately 1 percent in 1990 (IEA and World Bank, 2015). According to the 

World bank, the per capita energy consumption in Kenya in 2015 was 167 kWh per year 

(World Bank, 2015). This gives indications on the low electricity level and the high number 

of households without sufficient electricity supply. These households are generally localized 

in remote areas, where they are either unelectrified villages living close to the main grid, or 

villages without any national electric grid nearby. It does however, also mean that those 

households using Lanterns or SHS with a smaller capacity than 250 kWh per year, are being 

excluded from the statistics of electrified households in Kenya.   

It is estimated that approximately 62 percent of the Kenyan population are employed within 

agriculture and that most of these live in rural Kenya, whilst 65 percent of all people living in 

rural Kenya were unemployed in 2016 (World Bank Agriculture data)12. Depletion, droughts 

and degradation of land and water which pose serious challenge to the food production is 

main reasons of the weak growth. The rural population of Kenya, which is generally either 

unemployed or dependent on agriculture, has for a long time had economic challenges.  

Climate change and its effects have undermined food security, and the rural population spend 

much time fetching. The local water point often are contaminated, and the water points are 

often far away from the homes. Wells also dry out for some periods. Finally, education and 

                                                           
1 See table 2.4.2b 
2 «Employment is defined as persons of working age who were engaged in any activity to produce goods or 
provide services for pay or profit, whether at work during the reference period or not at work due to 
temporary absence from a job, or to working-time arrangement. The agriculture sector consists of activities in 
agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing, in accordance with division 1 (ISIC 2) or categories A-B (ISIC 3) or 
category A (ISIC 4)” (International Labour Organization, ILOSTAT database. Data retrieved in March 2017.)  
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health facilities are not sufficient in these areas. Education facilities have improved, however, 

due to an emphasis on public education programs in rural areas over the last few years. 

Several studies suggest that rural electrification drives improvements in employment, health, 

agricultural productivity and education (Khendker et al., 2012; Kitchens and Fishback, 2013; 

Lipscomb et al., 2013; Barron and Torero, 2014; Ojiambo, P.O, 2009; Dinkelman, 2011). 

Bringing electricity to rural Kenya is thus important to give the communities possibilities 

within welfare and education, but it needs to be done in a more complex way than just selling 

solar PV systems or starting solar mini-grids. The current knowledge and information related 

to development of new businesses and solutions to create social- and economic benefitable 

development is communities, for instance, is low. Technology and modern facilities are at the 

same time not common to many people in these areas, and there is thus room for information 

systems and learning centers to give people more opportunities. In that way, challenges 

related to low incomes, education- and welfare levels can be solved through solutions made 

by local citizens to make a more sustainable community that are appropriate to their lifestyles.  

2.2. Contemporary national power system 

Kenya has one a complex and well-functioning power sector. The Ministry of Energy and 

Petroleum (MoEP) develops energy sector policies and directs public sector entities in 

planning and executing infrastructure investment projects. The Electric Power Act of 1997 

created Electricity Regulatory Board (ERB) as a sector regulator and separated and unbundled 

the previously vertically integrated KPLC into two different companies, KPLC and KenGen. 

KenGen thus deals with generation and KPLC with distribution and transmission. KenGen 

generates 74 percent of all power produced in Kenya, with the remaining coming from 

Independent Power Producers (IPPs) (Government of Kenya, 1996; KenGen, 2017).  

Kenya Power (KPLC), is a state-owned utility with 50,1 percent public and 49,9 percent 

private shareholding. It is the single buyer in the power market in Kenya and buy in bulk from 

all power generating companies before they transmit and distribute power to consumers. All 

electricity thus relies on KPLC for their revenue, and the company also supports private 

sector’s role in electricity generation. KPLC plays a major role in the energy sector with about 

5.9 million consumers in 2017 (KPLC, 2017).  

REA was established in 2007 through section 66 in The Energy Act 2006, to extend rural 

electrification by connecting public facilities and neighboring “last mile” homes. They also 

provide research and information for private mini-grid developers. REA thus install and 
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commissions the public mini- and main grids before KPLC takes over the ownership and sells 

power to consumers as well as stay responsible for maintenance. Between 2015-2017, REA 

interconnected more than 2 million consumers to the main grid or to the mini-grids that 

operated. At present, KPLC manages and operates 19 public mini-grids in Kenya, in addition 

to the national main grid.  

Extension of the main grid, also known as the national- or regional-scale electricity power 

systems, or centralized grids, to rural areas, has traditionally been the main strategy for rural 

electrification. Based on the statistics of Lighting Africa, the average cost of establishing a 

new household connection to the grid, with installation and connection, is currently 369 USD, 

and the average time to establish a new household to the grid is 83 days (Lighting Africa, 

Kenya). As budgets for electrification are constrained and utilities are unable to recoup the 

full costs through connection fees and revenue from electricity sales, in addition to the 

typically high cost of materials of sub-Saharan Africa, grid extension into remote rural 

communities is often economically prohibitive. The lack of reliability of the public power 

system is another major barrier.  

According to the World Bank Enterprise Survey, commercial firms with grid electricity in 

Kenya experience an average of 6.3 power outages per month, with an average outage lasting 

5.6 hours (World Bank Data, outages per month). There is no specific survey of households, 

but the numbers give an insight into the lack of reliability. Due to low cost-effectivity and the 

lack of reliability on the national grid, the government has considered that grid extension only 

will be feasible for 40 percent of the remaining unelectrified households in Kenya (IEA and 

the World Bank, 2014). These 40 percent are unelectrified households that are estimated to 

live close to the central grid (ESMAP, 2016). As Figure 1 shows, most areas in Western 

Kenya, for instance, are served with national electricity networks, but these are also rural 

areas with a high level of unelectrified households and among the regions in Kenya with the 

biggest solar PV markets.  
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Figure 1: Electricity Transmission Network Kenya (2017). Source: KETRACO, 2017 
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Public strategy for off-grid systems 

In 2016, there was 21 public mini-grid stations in Kenya, 19 owned by REA and managed by 

KPLC while the other two stations are owned and managed by Kenya Electricity Company 

(KenGen). The Rural Electrification Plan (REMP) of 2009 and the Scaling up Renewable 

Energy Plan (SREP) documents for mini-grids of 2013 identified another 42 potential sites for 

mini-grid development. These are typically in more remote areas where extending of the 

national main grid is the least cost-effective solution. REA are thus also considering areas far 

away from the railway line such as Turkana, Marsabit, Mandera, Wajir, Garissa and Lamu 

counties as off-grid although the grid finally reached Garissa and Lamu counties in 2016.  

REA thus plan to install 25 solar/diesel systems in the five off-grid counties of Wajir, 

Mandera, Marsabit, Turkana and Garissa (REA, Off grid electrification). The use of solar PV 

in the public mini-grids to make them hybrid started in 2010, by Kenya Power’s Gichungi 

who was my guiding person in Northern Kenya, and was inspired by previous solar projects 

by the Kenyan government on public schools and health clinics, and, by a study tour to India 

organized by the Solar Transitions project, to solar mini-grids in West-Bengal owned by the 

government there. The initiative was also probably inspired by the general developments 

within solar PV in Kenya, where private sector was important.  

Kenya’s energy policy and law are currently being reviewed to reflect the adoption of the 

Kenya Vision 2030 and the promulgation of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, the policy is 

clear with respect to accelerating forwards universal access to electricity, both through grid 

extensions and isolated mini-grids. The policy is further clear in that the government will seek 

to collaborate with private sector in the field of rural electrification (ADG, 2015). The current 

law, the Energy Act (2006) and the proposed Energy Bill (2015) makes clear provisions so 

that distributors other than KPLC can be provided with regional licenses to operate 

distribution networks in the different counties, which includes the mini-grids. The policy 

outlines that only one distributor can be present in any given geographic area at any given 

time. There are only two entities that have received provision distribution licenses/permits 

besides KPLC, which is Powerhive and Talek Power Company, even though several private 

companies have been licensed to generate electricity.  

The licensing is anchored in law, but the process of obtaining a distribution license is still 

cumbersome, especially for small-scale mini-grids due to the high transaction costs. The 

overall licensing costs can often exceed 10 percent of a project’s Capex costs (ESMAP, 

2016). Even though retail electricity tariffs have been set and the policy of the tariffs is to be 
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affordable, it remains unclear in terms of prevailing or whether cost-reflective tariffs will be 

allowed. This has created a risk of “tariff jealousy” where neighboring villages are served by 

private distributors charging cost-reflective prices which almost always are higher than those 

offered by KPLC. The feed-in tariff (FIT) policy for solar PV systems was introduced in 2008 

and revised in 2012, but it only includes main grid-connected households. Due to the rapid 

decrease of PV costs, the government is currently considering a transition to an auction-based 

regime for private mini-grid activities.  

In 2017, Kenya’s Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) issued an Expression of Interest 

(EOI) to seek experts to undertake a study on the uptake of the PV technology in Kenya. It 

was intended to assess the current status of solar PV in Kenya, establish the capacity of 

installed solar PV systems, identify the factors hindering the uptake of the technology in 

Kenya and recommend measures to enhance uptake.  

2.3. The role of small scale solar PV in rural Kenya 

Off-grid solar is expected to play a leading role in addressing off-grid electricity access. The 

International Energy Agency (IEA) recommends that 70 percent of the world’s population 

without access to electricity are better served with mini-grids (52,5 percent) or stand-alone 

systems (17.5 percent) as grid extension is considered unsuitable for sparsely populated, 

remote or mountainous areas due to the high cost and technical losses (IEA, 2011).  

It is expecting that off-grid solar PV technology will serve 60 percent of the remaining 

unelectrified population in Kenya, especially those living in remote areas far away from the 

main electricity grid. This is predominantly due to the high costs of expanding the national 

grid to these areas. Decentralized solar PV systems are, therefore, considered a sustainable, 

preferable and competitive alternative to grid-extension in the most rural areas (Freling and 

Ramsour, 2010). Between 2002 and 2010, solar PV sales have increased with 170 percent, 

because of strong promotion from donors and Lighting Africa. The government has not 

directly promoted these solar PV technologies, other than tax exemptions and selling their 

own services through solar PV mini-grids.  

Solar PV globally evolved as a niche market of small scale applications already in the 1980s 

to become a common electricity source. Due to the growth mainly driven by the U.S, Japan 

and pioneering European countries, the cost of solar PV declined significantly due to 

improvements in technology and economies of scale.  
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Most solar PV technology systems are produced and sold by multinational companies. Several 

producers sell to different countries, including already established distributors in Kenya, while 

others choose to distribute it themselves in Kenya. The distributors usually find local people 

to help them distribute in local rural areas and find new markets. Most of the companies 

producing stand-alone systems and developing mini-grids in Kenya, are social entrepreneurs. 

They create products and services to provide a better solution to a social challenge, which in 

this case mainly is to electrify the population, but also to provide a better environment and 

health.  

International donors played a great role from the 1980s and still characterizing the solar PV 

market. In the 1980s, donors started to include solar in their development programs through 

training programs, workshops and demonstration projects to generate a demand for solar PV 

in Kenya, and thus played a contributive role to promote the technology (Acker and Kammen, 

1996; Hankins, 2000). The establishment of a private market slowly started to emerge during 

the 1980s, and the most important role of the donors was that they supported, and still support 

and facilitate these private actor activities. According to Acker and Kammen (1996), Kenya 

was, within a short period of time, characterized as an “institutional PV system” market 

dominated by donor-funded solar PV projects and public procurements of systems providing 

electricity to health centers, schools or other social institutions in rural off-grid areas. This 

market segment amounted to approximately two thirds of the total installed capacity in the 

early 1990s, when it was overtaken by the increased SHS market. There are thus two different 

kinds of activities on solar PV in Kenya, where both have increased, but the private sector has 

increased the most.  

Kenya currently have several active NGOs and missions providing services in remote off-grid 

parts of the country, such as solar PV powered water pumping and vaccine refrigerators in 

health clinics. Among others, SOS Children’s village and the UN compound in Nairobi are 

still NGO driven solar PV providers, although these are offering grid-connected solar PV 

(Hille and Franz, 2011; Ondraczek, 2011). Most of the current donors and funders today are 

supporters to businesses that follows requirements within quality, sustainability and design. 

The U.S Government’s Power Africa, for instance, is a supportive agency for developing the 

Kenyan energy sector. They were launched in 2014 and connects technical and legal experts, 

private sector and governments from around the world to work in partnership to increase the 

number of Africans with access to power.  
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Another similar agency in Kenya is the French Agency for Development (AFD). They 

support initiatives that seeks to convert to renewable energy, pilot projects for development of 

agriculture businesses, mini-grid projects and construction of new generators. 

2.3.1. Solar PV technologies available in rural Kenya 

On the current solar PV market in Kenya, there are three different types of systems which in 

this paper is divided into three different categories defined by the groups of users linked to 

each technology; village- and household level. All systems are off-grid solar PV technologies 

that are present on the Kenyan market. The private sector sells and delivers electricity services 

for all systems, while the public ones only implement and operate systems on village level.  

Village level – mini grids  

Mini-grids are in this paper referred to as electricity on village level. Mini-grids are most 

effective when many customers are connected within a 1 km radius, and most of them serve 

between 20-400 customers. These systems tend to be located in areas with a high population 

density, and they often serve parts of or entire villages.  

The private mini-grids in Kenya are mainly based on solar, while the public ones often are 

some sort of hybrid, like solar-diesel for instance. The public mini-grids also have a tendency 

be bigger and serve more households than a private one. A mini-grid includes a solar plant, 

also known as solar panels, of varied size. These are connected to a converter which is 

connected to batteries. The batteries are sending out power to one or several boosters which 

are normally is located close to several households that are or can be connected, to minimize 

the costs. There are currently at least 21 private mini grids in Kenya, and they typically have 

an installed capacity below 100kW. They serve between 1000 and 2500 custmmer households 

with an aggregate capacity of approximately 500 kW. In addition to the 21 mini grids that 

serve households, there are also several mini grids on agriculture estates which tend to have a 

larger capacity (World Bank and ESMAP, 2017). Due to the focus of this thesis, mini-grids 

that serve households are the only systems that are included.  

Household level – SHS and Lanterns 

The use of solar PV technology at the household level includes solar lanterns and Solar Home 

Systems (SHS), which supplies electricity to one household or building. SHS are stand-alone 

solar PV systems that offers electricity for lighting and basic appliances to off-grid 

households. These systems are convenient to use in more remote areas where households live 

far from each other. It is an individual system that you can buy and install yourself.  
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It is the oldest system on the market and it is estimated that approximately 200 000 rural 

households in Kenya currently have a SHS (Energypedia, Kenya Energy Situation). Because 

of Lighting Global standard requirements, the share of quality products has improved rapidly 

on the Kenyan market with more than 40 percent quality-certified products in 2016, from just 

3 percent in 2009 (World Bank, 2016).  

A SHS vary in both quality and design. Most SHSs includes a small solar panel that you can 

place on the roof of the household or building you want to electrify. The panel is connected to 

a battery with mobile charging that you place inside the home. The battery box is further also 

connected to, normally, three lights and a controller. Some of the SHSs also comes with a TV 

and radio. They usually provide power for low to medium level for DC appliances such as 

light, radios and small TVs for about three to five hours a day.  

Lanterns comes in different shapes, design, size and quality. They are made up for a portable 

LED-lamp with batteries that are charged through solar panels. Solar lanterns were initially 

promoted as part of small charging stations, by NGOs and businesses, where local individuals 

or businesses were engaged. Lanterns have been increasingly maculated as products for sale, 

with their own solar panel, either on the back of the lamp or as a solar panel you can connect 

to the lamp and charge during daytime. Phone charging and radios are now also starting to 

come on the lanterns, and the most advanced ones thus have one light, radio, phone charging 

and a small solar panel to connect it with. The solar lantern market in Kenya grew by 200 

percent between 2009 and 2013 and more than 700 000 families living off-grid in rural Kenya 

bought solar lanterns under the same period (Lighting Africa, Kenya).  

According to my data and findings, a single lantern is very much used as a household 

equipment, used by several different family members and thus being moved around between 

different homes and used for many different activities. In some cases, and areas, the lanterns 

can cover the households needs better than SHS due to the portability and if the brightness 

level of the lantern is good. The lantern is excluded on the Work Bank off-grid project in 

Kenya, unlike the SHS and mini-grid, due to its low electricity consumption level. Under the 

draft National Electricity Strategy (KNES), a minimum Tier 1 level is required if a household 

should be considered electrified by an off-grid solution.  
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3. Why do low-income households invest in PV technologies?  
In this section I will present findings from existing literature on two issues: the impact on 

households from investing in PV technology and the motivation for why households invest in 

PV technology. The background for investigating these two issues is that I want to analyze the 

choice of solar PV technology in the specific contexts of the households. To do this, I 

consider what they use electricity for, and, what is the most important use for different user 

groups. The findings of this paper investigated based on households that already use solar PV 

technologies, with the assumption that choice of solar PV technology is dependent on the 

specific demand and needs of each household.  

3.1. Social impact for households of PV technology 

I want to analyze to what extent the choice of PV technology by low income households in 

rural Kenya is closely related to the specific needs of the households. I present findings from 

former academic studies and other documents on social impacts, influences and effects of 

introducing solar PV systems and services as an alternative electricity supply in households in 

rural Kenya.  

3.1.1. Light 

One third of Kenyans have access to the main grid, which means that most households are 

either unelectrified or use other alternatives. Traditionally, most of these households have 

used kerosene to provide light in their homes. Previous studies show that by changing from 

kerosene to solar lights, an average household in rural Kenya only saves 1-2 percent of total 

cash expenditure and that the energy only accounts for 3,3-5,21 percent of the total cash 

expenditure. Households receiving a solar light with phone charging systems incurred lower 

mobile phone charging costs, in total 0.08 dollar per month, compared to those who received 

a solar light without phone-charging options. Even though the overall expenditure is shown to 

be a little less by using solar systems, it mainly affects those who perceive a higher level solar 

light (Gunther et.al., 2017).  

There is thus limited financial benefits with solar light on average compared to the traditional 

kerosene use. Changes in prices on kerosene and PV could affect the price, but this paper will 

relate to the current prices and differences on the market. If households don’t take other 

positive advantages into account when considering using solar instead of kerosene, solar 

could potentially be a market failure. The increased sale of solar PV in Kenya does however 

show that people see other benefits than just economic costs.  
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Reducing kerosene consumption helps in terms of both indoor air pollution, getting better 

light, avoiding the handling of kerosene and the smell of it. There are fewer observed 

symptoms of dry eye diseases and respiratory infections, which is often related to air 

pollution.  

Other studies, finds that solar light has changed children’s study time, among other things. 

Children study for longer, attend school more often, have increased concentration and are 

generally more motivated. Without light or with kerosene, there was limited opportunity to 

study after dark. For the community in general, solar light had an improvement on safety and 

confidence. There were improvements in safety during the night due to increased visibility 

and reduced risks of house fires (Eckley, et.al., 2003). 

Overall, light has given households in rural Kenya more flexibility to do activities, both inside 

and outside, after dark. Security and confidence of moving outside after dark has been 

improved, which potentially also can contribute to longer working days both for farmers and 

other businesses (RDS Limited survey, 2015; Eckley, et.al., 2003) 

3.1.2. Communication 

In the same study by Eckley et.al. (2003), they found that people spent more time together as 

a family and interacted with social networks more often because due to available light. 

Communication is thus another social effect that has been documented as an improvement 

with solar light. Communication is also one of the social changes that has been documented as 

improvements with solar lights. It is considered an important benefit of solar lights by 

interviewees, but can often be overlooked as a social effect by researchers (Eckley, et.al., 

2003). 

Social networking and increased communication can be improved through phones and radio, 

for instance, which further can increase the level of knowledge and information in general 

among the population in rural Kenya. Phones did exist in most villages before solar PV 

technologies entered the market, but people often had to walk long distances and pay extra to 

charge them. Solar PV thus also contributes to easier and more comfortable ways of getting 

their phones charged, and people safe both time and energy that they further can use on other 

activities. The availability of charging phones is important not only for communication, but 

also to improve access to banking and information services for local activities, such as market 

times and prices, for instance. A significant portion of the population in Kenya rely on mobile 

phones for banking services and communication.  
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Also, the use of radio, which is included in the newest lanterns and can be used with many of 

the SHS-systems is a key method of staying abreast of current events.  

Mini-grid installers and operators sometimes put up information centers as a part of the mini-

grid. Centers like these may offer services for printing, computer use, TV watching, 

barbershops etc. These centers can have a grant for the community in sense of entertainment, 

communication, information sharing and community networking. Centers like this have 

contributed to fundamental components in terms of community networking through its 

physical infrastructure that emerges with computers, technology and internet activity, as well 

as a social information platform which consist consistently engages people in purposeful 

applications. People have used these centers to share their visions in the creation of 

sustainable community networks. Sustainable networks can potentially create increasing 

activities and ideas, which further can give financial- and social benefits back to the 

community and those living there (Jacobsen, 2004 and 2007).   

According to previous studies, solar has thus made the daily lives of people living in rural 

communities more comfortable through easier phone charging possibilities which contributes 

to increasing communication and potentially also sustainable community networking. When 

considering how to create electricity access that contributes to sustainable communities, 

networking through communication as well as the spread of information and knowledge 

comes out as important. Sustainable communities are in this thesis referred to as communities 

that are modified, planned and built to promote sustainable living. This involves economic 

sustainability, environmentally friendly solutions as well as social equity.  

3.1.3. Streetlight 

Solar streetlights have in recent years been installed in some locations in rural Kenya. Rural 

Development Solutions, for instance, installed 750 streetlights in about 100 different 

locations, mainly in the western regions of Kenya. After maintaining for a while, they 

conducted a survey to see what changes and effects streetlights in western Kenya had. It 

showed that within the market, there was significant increase in revenue, with an average 

increase of 39 percent (RDS Limited survey, 2015).  

The businesses operating outside achieved major economic benefits, since they got rid of the 

expenditures on lights, in this case kerosene. Health and security improvements after 

installation was also found. Boda Boda drivers, which is the local motorbike taxi drivers, had 

increased their working hours.  
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Before they got streetlights, they had to stop working at 7 pm due to security, but could now 

drive for more hours and thus also drive their regular clients safe home after dark. In Kisii 

Town, there was reported an 80-90 percent drop in crime rate, in Rango there was no reported 

incidents after the lights were installed – and in Ndhiwa, they had no incidents of robbery, 

rape or incidents of break ins within the area of light for the first 6 months after installation 

(RDS Limited Survey, 2015).   

The installation of street lights in western Kenya was a generally easy and fast 

implementation, while it at the same time gives major significant improvements both 

financially and socially for the people living there. The lack of lights after dark comes out as a 

challenge, just as when discussing lights in households, and it is important to create solutions 

that gives rural Kenya flexibility so that they don’t get locked in after dark.  

Summarizing social impact 

Household economy does not change much after changing from traditional light (kerosene) to 

modern technology (solar PV systems). Considering the improvements in health, solar PV 

does not bring air pollution which decreases the risk of diseases and infections. People with a 

portable light or streetlights installed in the area they are living can move outside after dark, 

work for longer hours and contribute to increased revenue for businesses, as well as 

confidence, comfort and safety for other people living in the area.  

Finally, having the availability of listening to radio, charge their phone nearby and watch TV 

for those with a larger SHS, people can communicate and get information that is relevant for 

their preferences in comfortable ways. For those living in communities with mini-grids, they 

could potentially also use their learning centers if they have one, to do both social and 

business activities (Jacobsen, 2004 and 2007). Overall, the solar PV market has and can 

potentially improve people’s lives in rural Kenyan communities. The technologies have 

however not had a high level of diffusion among those people and households that lack 

income and have problems of affording energy. The findings of significant improvements are 

stories where the technology has been well implemented, but all areas do not have streetlights 

and all mini-grids do not have learning centers. There is thus room for further work and 

development to bring these social changes and effects to not just a few, but to all rural 

Kenyans, and especially the poorest and most rural ones, which are currently the largest 

unelectrified groups in rural Kenya.  
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3.2. What are the main determinants for investing in solar PV?  

The main determinants for investing in solar PV is in this thesis understood as the motivation 

and factor that matters the most when people are buying a system. Diffusion of specific 

innovations and technologies in a specific context can be investigated through finding 

determinants that influences it. To investigate how the innovation of solar PV technology 

have been diffused in rural Kenya, I will start presenting previous literature on determinants 

of solar PV diffusion in Kenya and similar low-income countries.  

3.2.1. Finance and affordability  

Access to finance and affordability comes out as the most defined and most significant 

challenge to the penetration of solar energy technology in Kenya. Limited financial options 

are affecting all levels of the distribution between the manufacturers to the user. According to 

a study done by the Ministry of Energy and Petroleum, Kenya had one of the highest 

connection charges in 2014, seen as a contributor to the low access to electricity supply in the 

country (GoK, NEPP, 2015).  

Other studies suggest that household’s fuel or energy choice crucially demands on the 

household’s income level. Leach (1992) predicted that as income raise, households first move 

from using traditional fuels (such as wood), to transitional fuels (kerosene), to modern fuels 

such as electricity from the grid or stand-alone electricity. As modern fuels generally are 

perceived to be superior to traditional or transitional fuels both in efficiency, comfort and ease 

of use, it is assumed that households will prefer an upgraded alternative as their income 

increases (Farsi, et.al., 2007; Hoiser and Dowd, 1987). These assumptions are a part of the 

energy-ladder hypothesis, which is an extension of the economic theory of the consumer.  

The hypothesis relies on the many empirical applications on the field on the differences 

observed in energy use patterns between rich and poor countries (e.g. Leach, 1992), and 

differences energy use differences between households with different income levels within 

several low-income countries (Heltberg, 2004; Gebreegzibher et,al., 2011). As modern fuel 

such as solar PV technology often involves relatively large upfront investment in equipment, 

credit-constrained poorer households are hindered from using it. The hypothesis suggests that 

adoption of modern fuels request knowledge and a certain level of education, as well as 

access to markets for modern fuels and required equipment to use it.  
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The hypothesis itself have not been used as a lot in the analysis of solar PV diffusion in 

Kenya, but the factors and challenges embedded in the energy-ladder hypothesis have been 

important when analyzing the use of renewable energy in low-income areas, and, why 

economy-related issues have been defined as the most significant challenge to the penetration 

of solar PV technology in Kenya. 

Projects and initiatives  

In response on the low electricity access in rural Kenya, The World Bank gave 150 000 USD 

in loan to Kenya in 2017, in conjunction with their Off-grid Solar Access Projects for 

underserved Counties in Kenya (K-OSAP). The World Bank emphasize that it is expected 

that 3 million new households and other users will be reached through the traditional grid 

extension, while the remaining will achieve access through off-grid solutions due to the 

currently limited potential for grid expansion in most rural areas in Kenya (World Bank, 

2017). The aim of the project is to help companies invest in less profitable rural areas. The 

loan is thus supposed to cover the gap between affordability and the price companies needs to 

charge to stay economical sustainable, as one of the main challenges for solar PV developers 

have been to balance cost-relatively and affordability. They have previously suggested several 

ways of reducing connection fees. It was suggested to lower the connection-related costs by 

adapting various low-cost technologies, such as various renewable energy technologies, and 

that subsidizing connection or amortizing the cost of connection through loans could be a 

solution to lower the total connection fees (World Bank, 2013).  

Kenya Power initiated an effort to cut the cost of connecting rural homes to the grid through 

Single Wire Earthing Return (SWER) system and the Last Mile Connectivity Project 

(LMCP). Kenya Power will use single, thinner and lighter cables instead of the existing 

systems with two or four cables to connect households to the nearest electricity poles. 

Through this cost reduction, they are planning to add a minimum of 284 000 residential 

homes and 30 000 commercial customers to the grid (ESMAP, 2016)  

Several innovative payment methods and business models have emerged on the market with 

the aim of creating affordability and chance of financing the systems. Some companies do not 

sell the system itself, but rather the power generated by the systems, and furthermore ensure 

the correct operation and maintenance of the system. The customers’ payment is often done 

by a one-time installation cost as well as a weekly or monthly payment, also known as a Fee-

for-service model where the ownership of the system is not transferred to the customers and 

the business/project is entirely responsible for maintenance and replacement of the system 
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(Muchunku, et.al., 2017). The most common payment method is the PAYG concept. PAYG is 

a consumer financing model for solar PV systems that uses mobile money transfer systems as 

well as remote monitoring and control of solar systems. Prices are customizable through 

monthly/weekly/daily fees. For both PAYG and Fee-for-service, the systems gets 

automatically blocked if the fee is not provided and the electricity will not be available until 

credit has been purchased (Muchunku, et.al., 2017).  

These programs and initiatives reflect a dominant way of thinking in policy, NGOs and public 

institutions regarding future development of electricity system building. Literature on the field 

has historically addressed key issues related to affordability of the PV systems and services, in 

relation to its perceived value. It has been given the attention because of high capital costs, 

lack of access to credit, high transaction costs that arise in purchasing or servicing due to 

limited supply, sales outlets, as well as technical and financial infrastructure in rural areas (i.e. 

Muchungu et.al., 2017; Winieki et.al., 2014). 

Projects and initiatives, like the ones presented here, have manage to decrease the costs of 

installation and use of solar PV technology. Recent statistics shows that the costs of installed 

power generated by utility-scale solar PV projects in Africa have decreased with 61 percent 

between 2012 and 2016 to USD 1.30 per watt. The price is thus above the global average cost 

of USD 1.80 per watt. SHSs have provided annual electricity needs of off-grid households for 

as little as USD 56 per year (IRENA, 2016). Financial payment methods and electricity 

including solar PV would most likely not been as widespread and acknowledged by the 

government in Kenya without the private sector. Although these initiatives and innovative 

payment methods have contributed to serve a broad range of consumers, the solar PV 

diffusion is still considered as low, taking the great number of rural unelectrified households 

into account.  

3.2.2. Consumer education 

Consumer education has been highlighted as another major challenge. There are two 

challenges related to consumer education. Firstly, the shortage of entrepreneurial skills and 

capacity in the energy sector which has limited the marketing of solar products and the spread 

of knowledge and information to the end users. Secondly, the missing quality of the products 

which historically has been one of the major barriers of the solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya. 

When Lighting Africa began testing quality of solar products available on the African market 

in 2009, 13 out of 14 PV products did not pass the test. They did a similar test in 2012 with 

120 products on the market where only 46 of the products passed the quality tests.  
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By 2016, mini-grids utilized solar PV and SHSs provided higher quality energy services at the 

same or lower costs than its alternatives (IRENA, 2016).  

As quality and consumer education remains a challenge, the need for available technical 

assistance raises. Due to the novelty of most solar energy products, another challenge related 

to local maintenance appear in the areas where the products are being marketed. It has 

become an issue to set up service centers in areas with poor and rural households, as these 

consumers are coupled with low buying power which further decreases the distribution 

regions sustainability. Green credit lines, tax exemptions, introduction and use of different 

tariff concepts, training of technicians throughout the geography of Kenya and school 

campaigns, have been recommended to help mainstream PV penetration in Kenya (Lay et.al., 

2012). As consumer education is an expensive hurdle, it has further been recommended to 

develop client bases and researchers have further addressed need for increased maintenance, 

repairing and trouble-shooting, especially in areas with poor and rural households, due to the 

poor quality on products and missing technical support services (e.g. Hansen et.al., 2015; 

Komatsu et.al., 2011; Rebane and Barham, 2011; Caird et.al., 2008; Ondraczek, 2011).  

3.2.3. Enabling environment  

Finally, enabling environment in terms of the prevalent conditions in Kenya and to what 

extent it supports the growth of the solar PV industry, also appear as a challenge for solar PV 

diffusion in the country. The latest version of the Least Cost Power Development Plan 

(LCPDP) by ERC, was developed in 2011, with a 20-year period coverage from 2011-2031. 

The report utilizes a least-cost planning approach aimed to deliver the required level of 

electricity supply at the lowest overall economic cost. Solar energy has previously been 

rendered as too expensive to its setting, and there is no provision for the generation of 

electricity from solar energy resources in any point in the projected 20-year period. Although 

LCPDP consequently stresses that there is great potential for solar energy in Kenya, the plan 

limits the solar energy application to SHS, solar water heating and off-grid uses in rural areas 

far from the grid. Support for solar energy from the European Union (Africa EU Energy 

Partnership) and Power Africa from the American Government, however, limits this exclusion 

and aims to promote solar as a competitive option in Kenya. Promoting solar as a not only 

off-grid solution can provide a greater extent of information and knowledge on the field, 

which potentially also could increase the solar PV diffusion in Kenya.  
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Researchers find that domestic determinants for policy adoption are more effective than 

international determinants in increasing diffusion of renewable energy in emerging markets 

(Stadelmann et.al., 2014), which also amplifies the importance of enabling environment in 

Kenya to increase the level of solar PV diffusion. Further, it has been assumed that there will 

be an increase in renewable energy solutions among low-income households if prices keep 

declining so that renewables get an even bigger potential competitive alternative to traditional 

fuels, and, due to the many new innovative business models on the market, such as pay-as-

you-go. On the other side, it is assumed that renewable stand-alone systems will be 

significantly smaller if affordable, reliable and predictable grid access is being offered to rural 

households on a larger scale. Price policies, including subsidies for clean and modern energy 

sources as well as higher taxes on carbon-intensive fuels, are suggested to be the most 

powerful instruments for developing countries’ government to shape the evolution of their 

energy systems (Lay, et.al., 2012). 

3.2.4. Context-specific percent in-depth knowledge.  

A few researchers on the field have given their attention to context-specific policies and 

concentrated efforts as a factor to make households switch to renewable energy technologies 

in Kenya (Lay et.al., 2013; Jacobsen, 2006). Benefits of renewable electrification has been 

showed to be captured primarily by the rural middle class, as most households with solar PV 

systems had an annual household income well above USD 2000, and most of the population 

in the rural areas could not afford SHS. Jacobsen (2006) have thus suggested to create smaller 

systems to make it affordable for low-income households.  

Since 1978, researchers have discussed how technologies and innovations, created in early 

industrialized countries for low-income countries and areas, have failed to offer suitable 

solutions for the population in the recipient country or region. Some have investigated reasons 

of why the technologies don’t fit in, while others have highlighted the challenges of transfer 

technology from one context to another (Bowonder, 1979; Teitel, 1978). There have also been 

proposed success criteria for implementation of such technology transmissions with technical 

assessment after addressing how low-income countries and areas lack expertise in 

determining to what extent the technology offers quality, cost-efficiency and sophistication. 

Researchers have found that when new technologies for development are being introduced to 

low-income areas and countries, problems arise due to the lack of fully defined measures 

undertaken for evaluation before and after implementation (Pellergrini, 2014; Ahmad, 1989).  
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Researchers have pointed out that there was no such thing as a fixed technology, but rather 

need for one that was designed to foster innovation and that evolved as a movement aiming to 

overcome problems in community development (Akubue, 2000). As the issue of sustainability 

is increasingly more important, several have considered how ideals of such technologies can 

lead to sustainability where people’s needs are being adequately addressed (Amiolemen et.al., 

2012; Sinipar et.al., 2014). Technologies to low-income countries should thus be designed as 

long-term solutions that promote for continuous development (Bruun and Mefford, 1996; 

Wicklein, 1998).  

Innovation in technology over the last decades has had an increasingly important role in 

solving social problems. Both social, environmental, cultural and political concerns are thus 

equated with technological suggestions in designing context-specific technologies (Lissenden, 

et.al., 2015). The major challenge of achieving innovation in low-income countries and areas 

are often related to the lack of access and utilization of proper knowledge among people using 

it. With the increase in information technology, the scope for knowledge building, community 

interaction and collaboration with various platforms are big. This have been explored through 

models to enable innovative collaboration and communication in technology on a global scale 

(Pearce et.al., 2012), as well as how open sharing of design and technicalities can improve the 

efficiency and feasibility of the technology (Buitenhuis et.al., 2010).  

Several researchers have used these principles in successful case studies post-2009 within 

both information technology, environment and energy. It has been used to develop cooking 

stoves for the rural population in Chad through comparing traditional design models with 

present design, based on local available fuels (Vaccari et.al., 2012). It has also been used to 

implement the treatment and recycling of water through groundwater extension (Murphy 

et.al., 2009), to solve water issues by identifying pollutants and ways of removing them 

(Kiani et.al., 2015; Sorlini et.al., 2015), and to develop a processor to generate usable fuel 

from plastic waste (Joshi and Seay, 2016). Further, others have used it to design a knitting 

yarn from locally sourced silk remnants and provide employment of female workers in a 

village (Sugathan et.al., 2016). 
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The principles presented are based on the approach of appropriate technology (AT), and the 

projects presented are further based on these principles. The principles are put together to 

offer technology that improve living standards and development in terms of industrialization 

in rural low-income areas (Beder, 1994). The approach is putting innovation and technology 

together based on competency from both technology and social science, as a driver of new 

alternatives (Campbell, 1975).  

AT have similarities to social user-driven innovation theory which is a need-based innovation 

providing community action and a way of studying innovation and how it can be best suited 

in addition to form the essence of sustainable development. Such innovation possesses can 

furnish appropriate solutions as the innovators involved have in-depth knowledge of what 

would work best for local conditions (Smith et.al., 2016; Olsen and Morgan, 2005). Social 

innovative practices are this, in this study, considered as appropriate technologies if the 

practices can be commercialized and if the system or service provided is appropriate to the 

specific circumstances  

Of critics, some argue that technology is cited to be inappropriate, as the basic needs of a 

market and ultimately the end user seldom are properly addressed, and, that technology often 

is built with imported materials or requires an extravagant use of goods (Teitel, 1978). It has 

also been argued that the approach of AT loses its importance in low-income regions when 

the gap between the countries that develops the technology and the foreign country that are 

using the technology increase, often referred to as poor-man’s technology or simple 

technology (Ahmed, 1989). Technical and economic values have historically been the major 

priority when evaluating technology, which ignores the potential in solving community 

problems and conserving the environment (Sinipiar, et.al., 2013). The innovation of solar PV 

rural Kenya is thus being investigated with principles from the AT approach. Social, 

technical, economic and environmental sustainability of the technology is in this study seen as 

essential to create self-sustain appropriate technology (Hazeltine and Bull, 1999).  
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Solar PV technology has given households several positive impacts. Mainly, solar PV has 

given a great number of rural household access to electricity. Light, communication and 

networking as well as increased safety outside after dark has all together brought positive 

social impact to households. Solar PV is considered a promising solution to give rural 

households electricity in a compatible way to the main grid that does not exist in these areas.  

Income comes out as the most mentioned determinant of purchasing solar in rural Kenya and 

countries with similar contexts. In addition to that, several researchers find that information, 

knowledge and education related to installation and how solar works also comes out as 

important. Due to the struggle to reach some user groups in rural areas, researchers have also 

suggested to offer smaller, more context-specific systems both to make people switch to 

renewable energy and to afford solar PV products in Kenya. Price policies in terms of 

subsidies for clean and modern energy and increasingly taxes on carbon-intensive fuels have 

also been considered as a powerful instrument to increase the technology adaption in low 

income countries. This study is trying to provide an insight into factors related to context-

specific principles that can have, and potentially can, influence the diffusion of solar PV in 

rural Kenya.  
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4. Theoretical framework 

Most studies confirm that factors related to economy, such as income, affordability and to 

create sustain economy for companies, as well as consumer education are the main 

determinants of why technology diffusion in rural Kenya is considered as low. This study 

seeks to find other determinants based on approaches that focus on social and technical 

aspects and its appropriateness to the user, rather than economic dimensions. The study is thus 

using the theory of social innovation as the approach of the entrepreneurs of solar PV 

technologies, and, the approach of appropriate technology as a tool to search for social and 

technical factors that are influencing the diffusion of solar PV in rural Kenya. Sustainability 

and its principles has been included, as it has become an important dimension to create long-

term solutions. None of the approaches are pure innovation strategies, but rather sets of 

suggested principles that needs to be fulfilled, according to the scholars representing these 

approaches. 

4.1. Innovation 

To be considered an innovation, a process or outcome must meet two criteria; Novelty and 

improvement. Although solar PV is not original, it may be new to the user, context or an 

application. Solar has also shown to be effective and the same time more efficient than the 

preexisting alternatives, which for the Rural population in Kenya was mainly kerosene. Today 

some might also include sustainability into the criteria for innovations. In this thesis, 

sustainability will mean solutions that are environmentally as well as organizationally 

sustainable – those that can continue to work over a long period of time.  

Since Schumpeter, the concept of innovation has traditionally often been linked to research 

and development centers (R&D) though technical and economic development, while social 

science has particularly been interesting in the corresponding social processes and effects 

(Harris et.al., 2001). Technical innovation has been the predominant pattern of imitation and 

invention and thus also the center of attention (Howaldt and Schwarz, 2010; Hochgerner, 

2010). Social science has in recent year had an increasing focus on innovation and a bent 

towards cross-disciplinarily has been proliferated. The fundamental characteristics of 

innovation is that every new innovation consists of a new combination of existing ideas, 

capabilities, skills, resources etc., (Schumpeter, 1989) and openness to new ideas and 

solutions is thus considered as essential for innovation projects.   
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Stein (2012) points out that the traditional way of creating innovation was based on the 

knowledge of scientists and experts without necessarily understanding the real user’s needs, 

also known as top-down innovation. The innovation process has increasingly turned up-side-

down from a top-down to a bottom-up logic. Aaker (2011) states that adapting products to a 

society is not as effective as previously, and that it is necessary to innovate directly for the 

new consumers. The idea is that a successful innovation is a result of collective 

accomplishment, rather than an action taken by an individual inside a corporation (Howaldt 

et.al., 2014). Regarding the development of solar PV technologies in Kenya, most products 

and services are produced by multinational companies trying to provide a suitable solution for 

off-grid communities in Kenya. Pilot projects has several times been used in off-grid 

communities in Kenya, but the major focus often tend to be the relation between diffusion and 

economy related issues. There has been tried to adapt solutions to people’s needs and 

constraints, but there is still room for improvements in how they involve and learn from 

people, as well as how models are being designed (e.g. Tahmooresnejad et.al., 2011).  

4.1.1. Sustainability   

The role of innovation in solving great challenges such as climate change and create long-

term sustainable solutions has indeed become increasingly important (Kao, 2007). In the case 

of investigating the appropriateness of solar PV systems rural Kenya, it is relevant to include 

sustainability. Sustainable development is a triangle with environmental, economic and social 

dimensions (Harris et al., 2001). Sustainable innovation has been given the role of solving so 

called “wicked problems” which enhances the need for new capabilities. Innovation is not 

grounded in convention, but rather to challenge the existing mindsets and ways of operating. 

In sustainable innovation, sustainable well-being and sustainable development comes out as 

the basic values, leaving economic growth with instrumental value.  

The dominant focus also shifts from the national level to both local and global levels because 

the basic field of innovation activity is the innovation eco-system, as environmental change 

influences on global scale, and not the national innovation system. Sustainable development is 

the roots of sustainable innovation, and the approach is thus based on both ethically, socially, 

economically and environmentally sustainable principles. Similar principles can be found in 

eco-innovation, for instance. Arthur D. Little (2004) defined sustainable-driven innovation as 

“the creation of new market space, products and services or processes driven by social, 

environmental or sustainability issues. Sustainable innovation is in this thesis thus seen as a 

process where sustainable considerations, such as environmental, social, financial as well as 
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operational dimensions are integrated into company and governmental systems, from idea 

generation through research and development (R&D) and commercialization. This does not 

only apply to business and organization models, but also to products, services and technology, 

as well as the usage of them.  

4.1.2. Social innovation  

Social innovation addresses social, economic, political and environmental challenges and has 

been successfully recognized on a global scale (Franz et.al., 2012; Moulaert et.al., 2013). The 

aim of social innovation is to create social change and value, rather than commercial 

innovation and financial value. A social innovation seeks to create new products and services 

with economic growth through involvement of business-, public- and third sector 

organizations (Tidd and Bessant, 2016). Entrepreneurs of social innovation focus on social 

means and ends as well as long-term change and enduring heritage, rather than short-term 

growth and long-term harvesting of the venture. It often includes greater reliance on a 

network of stakeholders and resources to develop and deliver change, rather than rely on the 

company and management team to execute the venture.  

Hubert (2010) suggested that social innovation was rooted in the work of the founding fathers 

of sociology; Weber, Durkheim and in the influential definition of innovation proposed by 

Schumpeter. Other argue that combining theories of social change such as these classics with 

a practice-oriented analysis of development is essential to give a coherent epistemological 

status and methodological fundament to social innovation analysis (Jessop et.al., 2013). They 

advocate analyzing social innovation considering social change rather than a part of a multi-

dimensional innovation system. It is according to the authors, a completely new ontology 

connected to socialized change practices instead of organizational efficiency and an optimized 

use of knowledge.  

The European Commission defines social innovation as “…new ideas that meet social needs, 

create social relationships and form new collaborations. These innovations can be products, 

services or models addressing unmet needs more effectively” (European Commission: Social 

Innovation).  

The theory of social innovation is included in this thesis because solar PV is considered a 

social innovation as it contributes to electrify rural households and further gives people 

increased opportunities by using it. The developers of solar PV technology can hence be 

considered social entrepreneurs that have created an alternative electricity supply to make 
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electricity accessible for rural households. Although solar PV is considered a social 

innovation in this thesis, the technology created is not necessarily fulfil the suggested 

principles of being appropriate to the context of rural Kenya.   

4.2. Appropriate technology 

Technology has long been positioned in opposition to nature and man (Varbeek, 2005). 

Others have also argued that technology alienated human individually from each other, and 

from reality and the world around us (Heidegger, 1997). As technology have become such an 

integrated part of our daily lives, a more optimistic, although not uncritical, tradition exists. 

More critical theorists suggest that technology provides a powerful potential to create 

democracy through human agency (Feenberg, 1999). Technology has hence become a 

powerful means to enhance and scale up social innovation.  

Appropriate technology was developed by Schumacher (1973) as an intermediate theory or as 

a reaction to the poorly considered transfer of technology from the West to “developing” 

countries during the 1970s under the auspices of development aid. Influenced by the field of 

development economics, Schumacher defined technology as being appropriate when it was 

affordable, accessible, have room for creativity, small scale and easily maintained 

(Schumacher, 1973; Hazeltine and Bull, 2003). He was principally concerned with 

development in low-income countries, and recommended a technology that was aimed at 

helping the poor in these countries to do what they were already doing in a better way.  

The approach can be considered as an alternative to theories on technology transfer which 

traditionally describes more capital-intensive technology from industrialized countries in the 

West – to the lower income countries in South. AT first came out as “simple” technology, 

“simple” enough to be used in low-income countries in the South. Today, this can be 

considered as a patronizing attitude which have been given critique which will be presented 

later. According to Schumacher himself, “whether a given industrial activity is appropriate to 

the conditions of a developing district does not directly depend on the “scale”, but on the 

technology deployed” (Schumacher, 1973: 179). Based on this, his commitment to smallness 

of scale was provisional rather than absolute, and, it could perhaps have more to do with the 

prevailing idolatry of bigness, still evident in today’s technological society than anything else. 

To support this argument, Toffler wrote that “Schumacher once told friends that, had he lived 

in a world of small organizations, he would have written a book called Big Is Beautiful.” 

(Toffler, 1980: 247).  
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The approach will here be used to discuss whether the off-grid solar PV systems are 

appropriate to different user groups in rural communities in Kenya. AT has been considered 

as a small-scale technology designed and developed by a community to satiate their needs. 

This involve skills to fulfil the basic needs of a community, where the use of high-tech 

technology is either unrealistic in terms of finance and resources, or too complex in terms of 

knowledge and information. To make a technology appropriate, it needs to be customized to 

befit the socio-economical needs of a particular region at a particular time (Willoughby, 

1990). Sustainability and self-reliance as well as progress are central terms in the approach of 

AT (Teitel, 1978). The definition and scope of the approach changes based on the topic it is 

related to. In this thesis, ATs principles will be used to investigate and evaluate to what extent 

the solar PV technologies are offering technologies that are appropriate to the social, 

economic and environmental dimensions of the context. Appropriate technology is in this 

paper understood as a set of principles that are suggested to create technology that satisfies 

electricity needs and preferences through compatibility with local, cultural, social, economic 

and environmental circumstances in rural Kenyan communities.  

I have chosen to use the approach of appropriate technology as a tool to investigate the 

relevance of the theory to see if its suggested principles help understanding whether a stronger 

focus on appropriates is relevant for the solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya.  

Summary of theory  

The theoretical framework of this paper presents parts of both the field of innovation and 

technology. The innovation perspective is in this study used as an overlying framework to 

bridge social- and technical aspects of the off-grid solar PV market in Kenya, witch further 

are being used to investigate potential determinants of diffusion of the phenomenon in its 

context. The social aspect of this innovation perspective investigate how off-grid solar PV has 

contributed to social benefitable change and well-being in rural communities in Kenya. The 

technical aspect of innovation is in this thesis investigated by analyzing to what extent the 

solar PV systems are appropriate to the context of the off-grid Kenyan communities. By 

evaluating this, I will use the principles of sustainability, self-reliance, long-term solutions 

and affordability. Affordability is in terms of appropriate technology seen as prices and costs 

being relative to the users’ economic capability and income.  
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5. Methodology 
In November 2017, I visited Kenya to conduct interviews and observations. I visited two 

different regions, Northern- and Western Kenya, which are both considered as rural off-grid 

areas in Kenya. This part of the paper will first review the qualitative research approach and 

argue why I chose to use this approach to answer my research questions. Secondly, I will 

elaborate the use of household interviews and the processes of accessing the case, data 

collection and my analysis. Finally, I will address the issues related to reliability and validity 

of the data, as well as the ethical considerations of this research.  

5.1. Qualitative approach  

This study seeks to investigate behavior, preferences and the context of the users to see how 

these can be connected and influence the diffusion of solar PV in Kenya, and I therefore chose 

a qualitative research approach. According to Wichester and Rofe (2010), the fundamental 

goal of qualitative research is to understand individuals experience of places and events. The 

aim of qualitative research is further to uncover the nature of a person’s experience with a 

phenomenon (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Qualitative research thus produces findings arrived 

from real-world settings where the “phenomenon of interest unfold naturally” (Patton, 2001, 

p.31).  

One major difference between the qualitative- and quantitative research is that the first one is 

intensive and the second one extensive. Intensive research seeks to understand how processes 

work by investigating human behavior, its causes and its contexts, rather than establish 

statistical relations of similarity and differences based on regularities, patters and 

distinguishing features of a group, as in extensive research (Bradshaw and Stratford, 2010). 

Diffusion of off-grid solar PV in Kenya could potentially be studies by both approaches, but 

since this study tries to find determinants that necessarily is not measurable, at least not to get 

the picture this study aims, the intensive approach gives a bigger potential of the in-depth 

nature of the context and behavior of the users.  

By using the qualitative approach, the potential of handling real-life happenings with richer 

and more holistic data increases as well as gives space for flexibility. Using a qualitative 

research approach is thus (fundamentally) well-suited for locating peoples’ meanings of 

events, processes and structures in their life (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  

As shown in chapter 2 and 3, diffusion of decentralized solar PV technologies has a 

significant body of empirical research in the literature. This study seeks to explore concepts 
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and determinants that previously have been given less attention in the literature, by using 

principles suggested by the approach of appropriate technology and social innovation theory. 

According to Singh (2007, p. 64), “… exploratory research serves as a formative research to 

test concepts before they are put into practice”.  

5.2. Access to the cases 

Accessing the field of my case study was based on both local contacs in Oslo and some 

fortune. After returning home after the observations and interviews, it was clear that it would 

be though and even impossible to conduct any data collection without local guides and 

interprets.   

I first started contacting different solar PV companies in Kenya by e-mail. I was lucky to get 

in touch with Rural Development Solutions (RDS) through Svein Rene. RDS was willing to 

take me for a trip in Western Kenya to conduct interviews from households using off-grid 

solar PV systems and do observations. Appointments was thus made and I booked my ticket 

to Kenya for November 2017. A local distributor in Western Kenya, working for RDS, guided 

me through Kisimu-, Kisii- and Homa Bay county in Western Kenya during November 2017. 

Due to the many different local languages and dialects we also had a local interpreter with us 

on the tour.   

After discussing my case with my supervisor, Olav Wicken, he advised me to contact Kirsten 

Ulsrud due to her work with several research projects related to solar PV in Kenya. Kirsten, 

which is a researcher at the department of sociology and human geography at the University 

of Oslo, thus became my co-supervisor. She gave me contact information for researchers and 

practitioners that she currently was and previously had been working with in Kenya, including 

Henry Gichungi. Gichungi has previously been working as an engineer for Kenya Power and 

is currently running his own company (Equatorial Sunpower). He is a dealer of solar products, 

including the SunKing brand, in addition to be a consultant on solar PV technology for The 

World Bank and their off-grid project for underserved counties in Kenya. Gichungi was 

happy to help and showed me Nanyuki-, Isiolo-, Laisamis- and Marsabit county in Northern 

Kenya during November 2017 to conduct interviews of households and observe. Also on this 

tour we had a local interpreter to help us communicate with the local communities in the 

North.  
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5.3. Data collection 

This study is conducted as a combination of methodologies, more specifically a triangulation 

of document analysis, observation and interviews (Bowen, 2009). By conducting data through 

triangulation of methodologies, the results of the study rely on multiple sources of evidence 

witch further also benefits from prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 

collection and analysis (Yin, 2014). 

 “The case study inquiry copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be 

many more variables of interest than data points, and so one result relies on multiple sources 

of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result 

benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and 

analysis” (Yin, 2014, p.13). 

Ethnographic case study 

This research is based on a case study due to its focus on one specific geographical area, 

which in this study is rural Kenya. Yin (2014) defines the scope of a case study as: 

“An empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident” (Yin, 2014, p.13).  

A case study is not just a data collector tactic or a design feature alone, but rather a 

comprehensive research strategy (Stoecker, 1991). The aim of this study is to find detailed 

information about the context and behavior of the users, as well as other actors of the market. 

To constrict the study on innovation and solar PV technology in rural Kenya, I chose to 

conduct a case study. A case study does not require any ethnography or participant-

observation.  

Due to the focus on social needs and context of the users living, I found it convenient to 

conduct an ethnographic case study to conduct in-depth information. Ethnography includes 

several different strategies and methods. Van Maanen (1988) created three groups of 

“ethnographic stories”; the realist-, confessional and impressionist story. This ethnography is 

a realist story that seeks to be apparently definitive from a confident and objective third-

person perspective of the diffusion of solar PV in Kenya.  

During November 2017, I visited 10 different places, communities and villages in Northern- 

and Western Kenya. On these places, I interviewed in total 26 different households and 
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observed the 10 different areas. I also visited two different public hybrid mini-grids, and two 

private mini-grids. The ethnography of this paper is based on interviews and observations in 

these areas. Due to the focus on rural Kenya as one case and not a specific community in rural 

Kenya, I visited several areas to conduct data for the study.  

5.3.1. Document analysis  

Bowen describes document analysis as a methodological concept of qualitative research 

where documents are interpreted by a researcher to give voice and meaning around an 

assessment topic (Bowen, 2009). This study has primarily used annual reports and previous 

research on the field made by organizations or scientists. I have used existing research 

literature within the field, to see if my findings supported or added to  

5.3.2. Unstructured interviews 

To conduct interviews, I followed Kvales’ (1996) guide which focuses on knowledgeability, 

structure, clearness, sensitivity, gentleness, openness, critical, memory and interpretations as 

the most important elements to conduct successful interviews. Before the interviews, I had 

reviewed a great amount of literature and done much of my document analysis in order to get 

knowledge about solar PV before arriving in Kenya.  

I prepared a few direction-leading questions, but the aim was to get a fluent conversation 

between me and the interviewees. I made sure to always stay close to the focus, which was 

solar systems and social change, while it at the same time gave me the change to let them talk 

about what they were concerned about regarding the topic. In the beginning, and often in the 

first interview in a village, I recognized a hint of insecurity from their side, but after the first 

interview - something interesting happened. There were many curious persons from the 

village, keeping an eye on the interviews. When the first interview was finished, it suddenly 

became much easier to both find interviewees and to make them talk during the interview. It 

was, therefore, necessary for me to build trust in each community and show them my 

openness and willingness to hear their stories and thought. Based on my interview 

experiences in Kenya, this contributed to honest, open and detailed data.  

On the downside, it was easier to trace off from the actual topics, and I had to stay focused 

and get the interview “back on track” in situations where other topics came in. This was 

nevertheless the most appropriate interview form for this research, although the data 

collection was both extensive and time consuming as unstructured interviews requires more 

sorting than structured interviews.  
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As I followed the principles of the guide, I always focused on talking in a way that most 

people would understand, also those without any knowledge about solar PV. I avoided any 

“jargon” to make the interviewees feel comfortable. I was prepared to meet several different 

households that potentially could give a wide variety of both knowledge and experience with 

the systems, which is why I chose to have unstructured interviews. To be able to control and 

structure the interview based on what my study was investigating, I prepared a few questions 

to open the conversation, but the aim was to get a fluent conversation about the topic between 

the interviewees and me. This also gave the interviewees a change of talking about their 

experience, motivation, needs and thoughts without my interruption. The balance of talking 

too much and too little for the interviewer can be hard. I tried to give people enough time to 

think of their answers before I started talking, while I at the same time made sure to always 

respond to their answers so that they did not feel their answer as irrelevant or insignificant. In 

case of confusion I clarified and stretch the sentences so that the interviewee understood it 

better.  

Most of the households I interviewed were living in areas that are considered among the 

poorest areas in Kenya. Ethical sensitivity has thus been essential both in order to avoid 

stressing people and to be able to get interviewees and make them talk fluent without 

discomfort. All interviewees got informed what the research was meant for, its purposes and 

that their answers would be treated confidential. I also asked all interviewees if they were 

accepting the use of recorders and I explained that used it for practical reasons. None of my 

interviewees declined the use of a recorder during the interviews. Following the principles of 

Kvale’s guide to interviews gave be great opportunities of finding respondents to my 

interviews. Some of the areas I visited was not used to having visitors and it could take some 

time before they got used to it.  

The more households I visited, the more open other people seems to be. After some trust 

building, the people living in the areas I visited appeared as welcoming, exited and open to 

show me their homes and take pictures. It should be mentioned that the trust building most 

likely would have been more demanding without local guides and interprets. However, 

openness, humility and respect of the people that I interviewed was central.  

5.3.3. Observations 

Based on Bell (1969), which divides ethnography into four different types based on the 

openness and public/hidden settings of the observations, this study is based on an ethnography 

with an open role in a public setting. I have had an obvious role due to my openness about my 
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intention in the field while at the same time operating in a mainly public setting and not 

exclusively within an organization, for instance. However, when interviewing and observing 

households and their relation to solar PV, I was dependent on an acceptance, especially when 

asking to see how they used the system inside their house. This ethnography was thus based 

on an open role, and I thus avoided unnecessary ethical dilemmas, since the participants knew 

about my intentions as a researcher. The drawback, however, is that I could have been 

exposed for misinformation of excessive interest. As experiences with solar PV and how their 

social preferences suit the systems are not a typical sensitive information, I chose to have an 

open role, since there would not be advantageous for the households to give out 

misinformation. As I see it, I was not exposed for any excessive interest or clear 

misinformation during the interviews and observations.  

Weber (1947) made six different ideal-types of role and forms of participation and 

involvement during ethnography. The types go from full hidden member, which is the most 

participating and involving form, to not-participating observatory with interaction, which 

involves minimal observation without group activities. The less participation and 

involvement, the more the interviews accounts for the data. My ethnography is the fifth least 

participating type; minimum participant observer. This implies that observations are a part of 

the research, but the participation in group activities with the interviewees are limited.  

5.4. Reliability and validity  

In qualitative research, reliability and validity are not viewed separately but rather as 

terminology that encompasses both, through credibility, transferability and trustworthiness. In 

this section, I will discuss and argue that the findings are reliable and whether they can be 

generalizable. I will use three tests given by Yin (2014), construct validity, external validity 

and reliability, to test the reliability and validity of the thesis. Internal validity is according to 

Yin only for explanatory and causal studies, and is thus excluded from this study.  

Construct validity is about “establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being 

studied” (Yin, 2014, p.33). This test is especially problematic in case study research. Criticism 

of case studies often address that case study investigators fails to develop a sufficiently 

operational set of measures and that “subjective” judgements are used to collect the data. To 

meet this test, an investigator must be sure to cover two steps. First, select the specific types 

of changes that are to be studied (in relation to the original objectives of the study). In this 

paper, this emphasizes the extent and relation between social change and diffusion of solar PV 

in rural Kenya. Secondly, demonstrate that the selected measures of these changes do indeed 
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reflect the specific types of change that have been selected. This paper implies determinants, 

other than the economic, influences the low solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya. It further 

argues how the appropriateness of the systems being offered have a great influence on the 

solar PV diffusion and that by focusing on that, electricity for all Kenyans could have been 

solved in a better way. Overall, it demonstrates that stakeholders, involved actors and 

researchers overlook an at least as important factor, and that the overwhelming economic 

focus in worst case is an aberration.    

This thesis is not based on subjective judgements, but rather used as a test of investigating 

what determinants that are influencing the solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya. The economic 

aspect is included in the thesis as a part of sustainability, to make the investigation objective 

and in line with other potential determinants. 

External validity is about establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can be 

generalized” (Yin, 2014, p.33). Critics typically states that single cases offer a poor basis for 

generalizing. It is not like in a survey, where a big sample (if selected correctly) can 

generalize to a larger universe. Unlike quantitative research, which relies on statistical 

generalization, case studies rely on analytical generalization. This means that the investigator 

is striving to generalize a set of results to some broader theory.  

In this thesis, I try to investigate a phenomenon by using principles grounded in the approach 

of appropriate technology and theory of social innovation. This thesis does not propose any 

direct link to other countries or cases, but rather seeks to analyze and find determinants that 

can be linked to the diffusion of solar PV in rural Kenya.  

Reliability, the last test, is about “demonstrating that the operations of a study – such as the 

data collection procedures can be repeated, with the same results” (Yin, 2014, p.33). This 

means that if a researcher did the same procedure in the same field as I did here, the results 

would be the same. To make this possible, the researcher needs to document all procedures 

that have found place during the research. If the documentation does not exist, it would be 

difficult to do the exact same research over again. Such non-existing, or poor documentation 

from previous case studies have been a common criticism. The number of households being 

interviewed has been explained in this thesis to secure the reliability.  

By triangulating with several sources of evidence, through observation, documents and 

unstructured interviews, the validity and reliability of this study has been strengthened, due to 
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the increased certainty of my findings as they don’t rely on only one single source (Bradshaw 

and Stratford, 2010) 

5.5. Ethical considerations and dilemmas  

Social researchers have been criticized for exploiting, getting degrees and building careers on 

other people’s backs (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007). The considerations I took during 

both my interviews and observations has made it clear that I have not exploited any person or 

household in rural Kenya. I decided not to bring any gifts to give away as a thank you for my 

participants because this could influence both the motivation to participate in interviews as 

well as their answers in the interview. It could also crease an excessive interest and eager to 

participate which could lead to negative consequences both due to my capacity and resources 

as a master student, and, the that the situation could get out of control. Finally, I chose not to 

do it because it could lead to negative impact on future researchers in the same area in terms 

of participants expecting gifts. It is thus also a norm that researcher don’t give out something, 

although, I had participants asking for it. This decision was thus a result of both previous 

criticism on social researchers, the norm among social researchers and my own reasons.  

Names and very specific locations of households from rural Kenya have been anonymized in 

this study. Although my research topic was not very sensitive, I wanted to stress this point so 

that people could speak their mind. Other informants from organizations and businesses will 

either be named with the organization/business name or just by name, after acceptance from 

them. Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) also suggest that places should be anonymized. 

However, I don’t find diffusion of technology and social change as very sensitive or harmful 

to the community, and I have thus chosen to use approximately areas in this paper. 

Summarizing methodology 

This is a qualitative case study done through ethnographic triangulation of methodologies. I 

have conducted document analysis mainly based on public records of different types which 

also have included personal documents, unstructured interviews and observation with minimal 

participation in the participants activities with an open role in a mainly public location, 

although it has been a locked location while observing inside houses and energy stations. 

The study is an explorative research, which aims to make a realist story seen from the 

approaches of appropriate technology and social innovation theory. It has been done through 

an objective third-person perspective to investigate determinants of low solar PV diffusion in 

rural Kenya. By using triangular methodology and tests of its reliability and validity, it has 

provided confluence of evidence that breeds the case study credibility. Ethical consideration 
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has under the whole project been considered and areas or any participants has not been 

exposed for any injustice, unethical procedures or discomfort at the expense of the project. 

Personal and sensitive information have been processed in line with requirements from NSD.  
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6. Empirical findings  
In this section, I will present the findings from my interviews and observations in Kenya, 

November 2017. The findings presented in this section is based on interviews of 26 different 

households.  

6.1. Northern Kenya 

The interviews and observations from Northern Kenya is of villages lying close to Ethiopia 

highway in the area between Nanyuki and Marsabit, more specific in Nanyuki, - Isiolo-, 

Laisamis- and Marsabit county.Northern Kenya has for a long time been considered as one of 

the poorest regions in Kenya. The poverty is caused by a lack of natural resources to survive 

and, infrastructure and development in general. The deforestation in the lowlands in Northern 

Kenya, in combination with droughts contributes to reduced water flows, health issues and 

undermining of food security. This again effects both the farming businesses in the region as 

well as the condition of the population (UN, 2012). Since twelve out of fourteen different 

communities in the counties I visited are nomadic people, which means people who have no 

fixed home and move according to the seasons from place to place in search of food, water 

and grazing land, most of the population are dependent on reforestation and availability to 

water.   

The 1.560-kilometer-long Ethiopia highway, which connects Nairobi and Addis Ababa, was 

not completed until 2016. Before that, there was only dirt roads, not considered as suitable for 

heavy transport or longer trips. This further affected shipping logistics out from, and, to 

Northern Kenya. Among the cities included in this paper, Isiolo and Marsabit have in recent 

years had economic growth, in parallel with infrastructure development and increasing access 

to electricity among the population. Samburu on the other side, not far away from these cities, 

is considered as one of the poorest areas in Kenya, as well as the areas between Isiolo and 

Marsabit. The socio-economic differences between households, villages and cities in the 

northern region are big. Small-scale farmers and most people living in rural Northern Kenya 

is either below, or very close to the poverty line. Large-scale farmers and people doing big 

businesses in the bigger cities, does on the other side have a higher income. This also makes 

the BNP statistics of Northern Kenya a bit misleading, due to cities like Isiolo and Marsabit 

which pull up the average BNP for the whole region. Most of the households from Northern 

Kenya included in this study were living in huts, and just a few in constructed buildings. 

People often live in huts due to, a combination of practical reasons, as most people in the 

North are nomadic and that the majority are low-income households.  
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Overall, the social context of the area between Nanyuki and Marsabit is characterized by a 

generally poor population, mainly nomadic-lifestyle people, with some large-scale farmers 

and businessmen with a stronger economy. In addition, deforestation in combination with 

droughts in some areas contributes to reduced water flows, health issues and undermining of 

the food security. This again effects both the farming businesses in the region as well as the 

condition of the population (UN, 2012). It is considered one of the least developed counties in 

Kenya, both in terms of electricity, health- and education facilities, and infrastructure in 

general. When discussing how to bring electricity to the poorest and most rural households in 

Kenya, Northern Kenya is one of the regions with most of these households. The solar PV 

market in the northern region is thus also considered as an emerging market in development.  

6.1.1. Lanterns 

Two of the villages I visited were located between Isiolo and Marsabit in Northern Kenya, 

had only, more precisely an old version of the lantern that has become relatively widespread 

in Kenya due to the solar lantern project initiated by Kenya Power. These lanterns must be 

charged at a “charging station” in the village, where a local operator works. The charging 

stations often have a big charger for the lanterns, so that people in the village can deliver them 

during daytime and pick them up before nighttime. With a local operator, I mean a person that 

works on the station, take the lanterns in for charging, and charge phones for payments. In the 

first village, the charging station was drifted by a lady that both charged phones in addition to 

use the center as her sellout place for different homemade jewelry. 

In the next village, the manager of one of the villages, also worked as a local operator and hub 

to make payment for the consumers through mobile payment, as most households did not 

have their own mobile phone, was despaired. He explained that lately, households had 

complained that they did not get their electricity back after paying the local operator. This had 

caused arguing within the village and assumptions of the him stealing money and not 

complete transactions. The local operator explained that he frequently worked on teaching 

households and the local community how the systems worked, but that the issues was related 

to the mobile payments. As a result, he had stopped taking bigger payments from households. 

The problem here was not necessarily the M-pesa service itself, but rather how it is used for 

different energy models. There are suggested that mobile payment methods are more 

customized to different energy models in an increasingly user-friendly and understandable 

way to avoid issues like these.  
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After observing the area and interviewing the local operator, it was clear that most people 

living in this area were nomadic people which traditionally move from one place to another, 

based on the season and availability of resources and food. Lanterns are portable systems, in 

contrast to the SHS and mini-grids, and both users and those working on the charging station, 

considered the lantern as a suitable solution for their mobile lifestyle. Some of the households 

had several lanterns to use as a security light for their animals during nighttime, as this area is 

close to a national park that have large predators.  

The lanterns in the next village in Laisamis was s a newer variant from SunKing with radio, 

phone charging, light and a core to a solar panel to put outside of the huts. Similar to the 

previous village, lantern was the only system observed in the village. It appeared as a hybrid 

between SHS and traditional lanterns, as you could put the solar panel on the roof like you do 

with the SHSs. The brightness of the light was also of better quality which together with the 

radio was positive achieved among the users. In this village, most households were living in 

houses made of sheds and not in constructed buildings and huts like in the first village. The 

few households living in constructed buildings was connected to the public mini-grid. After 

interviewing these households, it was clear that lack of reliability was a major issue and that 

several households had a backup lantern to use during blackouts. Households in this village 

was overall satisfied with their solar PV product, and the only mentioned issue with electricity 

in this village was those connected to Laisamis public mini-grid.  

After interviewing and asking 6 households why they selected the lantern instead of the other 

options, the two first villages got it as a part of KPLCs Last mile project, as mentioned earlier.  

Interviews in the last village said that they selected lanterns because a company came visited 

the village, introduced the products and sold it to those that was interested and could afford it.  

Other companies had later also visited the village as they though there was still unelectrified 

homes, but did not sell any products as the first company had served the interested 

households. They also mentioned that they had one person in the village took the responsible 

of “promoting” other customers, as a contact person between the village and the company, 

like the older lantern system with a person drifting the charging center.  

6.1.2. Solar kiosk and private mini-grid 

I also visited another village close to Isiolo, which had a mini-grid and, a solar kiosk and 

SHSs. Lanterns was not observable in the village. Solar kiosks operate energy centers in rural 

villages across Kenya which mainly act as a retail platform for solar products and services. It 
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is a highly optimized kiosk with solar panels on top, offering energy, products, tools and 

services. The solar kiosk in this village, which was produced and delivered by the German 

company SOLARKIOSK, sold solar PV products, cooled refreshments as they had a 

refrigerator, and, offered phone charging. Gichungi, my guide in Northern Kenya, told me 

that he had seen solar kiosks that also had entertainment centers or a barbershop as a part of 

the solar kiosk, due to its high electricity range.  

This solar kiosk did not exploit the high amount of energy as it potentially could, but it still 

worked as a social meeting place in the relatively scattered village. Surprisingly, the panels of 

this solar kiosk created more power than the mini-grid in the village, and could thus also 

potentially serve to electrify much more than it currently did. The mini-grid in this village was 

also produced and delivered by a German company. It has been operating in the village for 

two and a half years, and 15 households were connected during my visit in November 2017. 

After interviews with 2 of the households connected to this mini-grid, blackouts and other 

issues with the systems was not common. Both connected households being interviewed were 

satisfied with both quality and consumption level of the system. Several of these households 

had been using SHSs previously, but had changed after the mini-grid got installed in the 

village mainly due to the consumption level. They wanted a higher level of electricity so that 

they could have both lights, phone charging, TV/radio and a refrigerator, for instance.  

The households confirmed that especially a refrigerator, would not be possible with their 

previous system, but also, that using mini-grid as electricity supply was more expensive than 

using a SHS. They did however choose to switch to the mini-grid despite the increase in costs. 

The installation price for this mini-grid was 1000 KSH (approx. 10 USD) with 2000 KSH 

(approx. 20 USD) in deposit for the power box, and a monthly amount depended on the 

energy consumption of the household. For a household using a refrigerator, TV, radio, phone 

charging and lights, the monthly consumption price was approximately 3000 KSH (30 USD). 

Compared to the electricity prices and level of consumption of European households, for 

instance, this is in general a high cost for low-income areas in Kenya where the monthly 

income in general is much lower.  

More than 50 percent of the population in Northern Kenya has an income below 57 USD per 

month. With 30 USD in monthly energy costs, a low-income household in Northern Kenya 

would use more than 50 percent of an income in energy consumption costs, if the users are 

within this group. It did, however, look like these two household that was connected to the 
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mini-grid had more facilities and higher electricity needs than those living in huts with 

smaller stand-alone systems.  

15 connected households are a small number compared to the great number of approximately 

40 households living in this village. After interviewing and asking 2 connected and 4 

unconnected households about decision of selecting their system, the main reason of not being 

connected to the private mini-grid was that most households were living in huts, as the mini-

grid only can be connected to constructed buildings, which was of limited presence in this 

village. The second reason was that the price was relatively higher than for the other systems.  

Most households in this village were living in Samburu huts, which is built of mud, hide and 

mats of grass strung over poles. The huts are created so that they easily can be dismantled and 

portable when moving to a new location, common among traditional semi-nomadic 

pastoralists like these households. Even though the mini-grid hypothetically had developed 

connection solutions that made it possible to also connect huts, it would still raise an issue 

related to their nomadic lifestyle, since the mini-grid can’t be portable if a household is 

moving, like the SHS and Lantern can.  

After interviewing 4 of the households living in huts, most people talked about their 

household as a permanent home and that their nomadic lifestyle was less predicted. They had 

available schools and jobs in the area and thus preferred to stay in the village. These four 

households had all SHS. When I asked them why they selected the SHS in favor of the other 

system, the answer was like the villages with the lanterns. They choose it because the first 

company that entered the village sold SHSs. They further explained at even though their huts 

only had one open room, they preferred several lights so that they could use one outside the 

hut as a security light during nighttime. The people living in this households was farmers and 

had animals that was living a bit away from the huts, so the only thing they was missing was a 

security light for them during nighttime.  

6.1.3. Laisamis and Marsabit public mini-grid 

I visisted two public mini-grids in Northern Kenya, one in Laisamis and one in Marsabit. The 

operators working there had the same assumption about less practiced nomadic lifestyles in 

the areas, as the households mentioned in the previous village, as a result of increased 

infrastructure and facilities in the region. They explained that after the Ethiopian highway was 

ready in 2016, they had seen a tendency that more people settled down, and, that families 

increasingly gathered their entire families near the highway. Several families had thus built 
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houses with constructions to make them able to connect to grid-based electricity, and use this 

as a permanent home, or at least, a base. Electricity was described as alluring for people in 

this region and people tend to move to places where electricity is available.  

The public mini-grid in Laisamis is a part of the program mentioned in chapter 2, with REA 

and KPLC, to light up rural Kenya. It has been maintained for two years and is serving 

approximately 300 households in an area of maximum 5 km radius. They have been including 

PAYG as a payment option to increase the possibility for households to connect. The price for 

connection vary and depends on the distance from the household to the booster, which 

distributes the power to different households. The power plant is based on a solar-diesel 

hybrid system, but has so far only operated as a pure diesel mini-grid system due to issues 

related to deliveries and production. Based on the interview with the local operator, the 

batteries that was delivered by an international company did not suit to the rest of the plant. 

Due to the missing solar energy on the power system, it uses about 200 liters of diesel per day 

to serve the connected household. If the solar had worked and the system functioned as a 

hybrid, solar could alone have served all households from 6 am to 6 pm every day, which had 

decreased a great amount use of diesel. Frequent blackouts are another issue with this power 

station. As the power only relies on diesel, the system does not have any back-ups when 

something is wrong with the diesel generators. The solar panels could thus also decrease the 

blackouts to a minimum as they would be capable of saving backup energy for blackouts.  

The public mini-grid in Marsabit suffered the same problems, although this was supposed to 

work as a wind-diesel hybrid, but they haven’t managed to make it operate as a hybrid. The 

operators on the mini-grid emphasized that lack of competence on the use of renewable 

energy as a hybrid source within KPLC was the major problem.   

The failure of making the power stations work as a hybrid has caused issues both related to 

cost-efficiency, reliability and quality. The cost of using diesel does not affect the households 

directly since the sellout price does not change, but the government has a huge cost which 

decreases in the sustainability of the system. The costs can however, due to low reliability and 

thus also quality, affect household cost indirectly. As households must deal with frequent 

blackouts, some great number households chose to buy a SHS or lantern as a backup.  

6.2. Western Kenya  

Interviews and observations in western Kenya are conducted in Kisimu-, Kisii- and Homa 

Bay county. In Kisumu, it has not been conducted any interviews in the city itself, but in the 
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more remote areas in the county. Western Kenya is also considered among the poorer parts of 

Kenya with need for further development. In terms of infrastructure, health- and education 

facilities, this region is ahead of the northern parts. The major occupation has traditionally 

been fishing and food production due to its location near Lake Victoria. Environmental 

changes have however affected both the quantity and quality of the fish, which has caused 

economic challenges for the many families’ dependent on the industry.  

The city Kisumu, for instance, has had an increasing economic growth and the city is the most 

developed I visited outside Nairobi. Private companies and the government have, in recent 

years, been increasingly involved providing electricity in Western Kenya, although the region 

struggles to electrify the remaining poor and rural. Most households live in constructed 

buildings unlike in the northern parts, where a great number of households lived in huts. This 

is most likely due to the non-nomadic tradition and culture in Western Kenya.  

Overall, Western Kenya was more developed than the Northern parts. For instance, Western 

Kenya had modern full electrified shopping malls, and, I met people completing higher 

education. Opportunities for the population appeared as more available than in the Northern 

Kenya, as well as infrastructure and development in general.  

6.2.1. SHS as backup to public mini-grids  

Frequent blackouts of public mini-grids are also an issue in Western Kenya. I find that 

households connected to public mini-grids tend to also use other solar PV systems as a 

backup. M-kopa is the biggest distributor of SHSs and lanterns in this area, although several 

other and smaller companies, such as Bboxx and RDS, also have a great number of sales in 

Western Kenya.  

The first household I interviewed had both SHS and grid-connection. They had paid 35000 

KSH (approx. 350 USD) for the connection to the public mini-grid. The household needed a 

higher consumption level than the SHS had, due to their use of several power applications, 

such as TV, refrigerator, radio in addition to the regular ones, like light and phone charging. 

Despite the mini-grid connection, the household also had a SHS. The main reason why they 

had a SHS was as a backup for the frequent blackouts from the grid, but also, to use it as a 

security light. The household mentioned that they budgeted for a lantern, so that the SHS 

could be used inside for backup and the lantern as a portable light after dark, and, as a security 

light.  
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This interview has been used in this paper as an example of the several interviews with the 

same finding. 5 out of 6 of the households connected to the public mini-grid in Western 

Kenya had an SHS as backup. The households were also constructed buildings, which was 

more frequent in the western- than the northern region in Kenya. The main reason of having 

two systems was for backup and security light. None of the households connected to the grid 

in this study had a lantern as a backup, but several households mentioned that they budgeted 

for one due to the missing flexibility of the SHS. As several areas in Western Kenya are 

served with solar streetlights, and, that the nomadic tradition is not common, households in 

these areas might not have the same need of having a portable lamp.  

6.2.2. SHS instead of public mini-grid connection 

Households on different places, not living in villages but scattered out along the areas I visited 

in Western Kenya was not connected to the public mini-grid, even though the grid was close 

and their household was constructed buildings. All 3 of these households had SHS as their 

main electricity supply. When asking why they chose the SHS, the answers was that it was the 

one available on the market when they bought it and that they either did not want to, or did 

not have the possibility to connect to a public or private mini-grid. Reasons for not wanting to 

connect to the public mini-grid available in the area were price, lack of reliability, that they 

already had electricity through a different system, and, fear of kids playing around the grid 

and its connections. Some of the households waited for a transformer, but none of the 

households interviewed had decided if they were going to connect to the grid or not, of the 

same reasons as mentioned above.  

As mentioned in the findings from Northern Kenya, there has been some misunderstandings 

related to getting the electricity back after mobile payments. Another issue, found in Western 

Kenya is the misunderstandings of what the systems include and what the systems can serve, 

based on the power level of the system. One of the households using an SHS that was 

interviewed expressed some confusion related to this. When he bought the system, he 

understood it as a TV was included in the package, since the sellers promised him that he 

could use a TV. Having a TV was for this man the main motivation of buying this specific 

SHS system, which caused a disappointment when the system arrived without it. 

Misunderstandings like these can often be a result of poor information and knowledge of what 

the systems offers and what they can serve. Information and specifications on products should 

be easier available in an understandable way also for those without any knowledge about it. 
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6.2.3. SHS with homemade extension 

One of the households I visited had an SHS that were extended by themselves. They used the 

SHS and connected it to more batteries and solar panels that they had bought separately. The 

owner of the house explained that he found installation and connection to the public mini-grid 

to be expensive, and, that they just needed a small increase in the amount of power to be able 

to use the facilities they wanted, which made it more practical and cost-effective to extend the 

system their self. There are currently no regulations on extending systems by yourself, at least 

not if you own the system and don’t earn any debt to the company delivering it. This 

household thus made a system that suited their needs, and they chose not to connect because 

they did not need the big amount of electricity that public mini-grids offers in addition to the 

high cost of installation. If this becomes a trend among households, people without any 

knowledge about the systems can theoretically make mistakes and break their SHS system, 

and, in the worst case also hurt themselves.  

6.2.4. Private mini-grid  

In Western Kenya, several ongoing mini-grid projects are currently implementing their 

systems. One of these projects are by PowerHive, an American company, which aims to 

provide affordable and reliable electricity “for millions of rural homes and businesses around 

the globe”. PowerHive East Africa became the first private utility in the Kenyan history to 

receive a concession to generate, distribute and sell electricity in the counties of Kisii and 

Nyamira. Powerhive currently have 8 mini-grids in these areas, using the FI model, which is a 

financial model using banks and investors as security for investing in low-income areas, to 

provide financing for eligible customers to purchase small appliances and other electric 

equipment. PowerHive partnered with Equity Bank of Kenya in 2014. I visited one of their 

mini-grids outside Kisii to interview the households.  

A person working for the administration of PowerHive told me about several different 

community projects the company was implementing in areas with their mini-grids, to bring 

employment and economic growth in the villages. He further mentioned that the 

implementation process had some issues related to unpredictable public mini-grid plans in 

emerging market areas, which made private companies install in areas where they 

theoretically could risk shutting down if the government started their plans.  

The mini-grid I visited was connected to 120 households within 1 km radius, and the plant 

had one solar panel per household. The village was densely populated which made it possible 

to get a great amount of connections within the radius. The solar panels sent energy to 
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batteries which further was sent to a transformer, also known as a booster. The boosters were 

places in areas where several households were interested in being connected. One booster can 

connect 30 households. The connection price was 2500 KSH (25 USD), and all households 

close to the booster were connected. Based on the interviews with households, the company 

could offer a cheap connection price since a great number of people was connected, and, that 

the company only put up plants and boosters in areas where households were interested in 

connection. Mobile payments were done monthly as a prepayment. If a household did not pay, 

their electricity was being switched off. If households had any problems related to the 

electricity, they could call the company and tell the name of the booster and their household 

number, which made it easier for the company to localize where the error was.  

Each household had their own fuse box with sockets. The 4 households being interviewed 

said that if they wanted a light in another room than the room where the fuse box was, the 

local operator had to come and fix a connection between one room to another. None of the 

households mentioned inconvenient costs or frequent problems related to quality or blackouts 

with the system. Some of the household did, however, mention a tragic event where one of the 

smaller kids had been playing in the area around the plant. Without taking notice, the kid had 

played with the electrical fence around the plant, and had thus been badly injured and 

eventually died. Unfortunate happenings like this should not find place and basic safety 

requirement should be granted.  

6.3. Findings  

Households living in huts were more common in the Northern Kenya than Western Kenya. 

Public-mini grids existed in both regions, although its presence was bigger in the Western 

parts. The challenges related to these mini-grids was similar in both areas, which were 

reliability and costs, and the need of living in constructed buildings which was an issue in the 

Northern parts.  

6.3.1. Motivation of selecting a system 

Based on observations and interviews of all 26 households, the regions are found to be 

slightly different from one another. Although income levels are relatively similar, poverty is 

more observable in the Northern parts than the Western parts. As most of the population in 

Northern parts are nomadic, their daily lives and dependency on mobility is slightly higher 

than in Western Kenya where there are mainly Luhya people, which is not of the nomadic 

type. This can for instance also explain the presence of huts in Northern Kenya. The SHS has 

traditionally, and has also in this study, found to be the most widespread system being used in 
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rural Kenyan households. Most households interviewed either had, or previously had, a SHS 

system. This includes households that are using it as a backup system to the public mini-grid 

and households using it as their main source to electricity.  

Households within the same village, in both regions, tend to use the same systems, despite 

their different preferences and needs, except from those villages where some households are 

connected to private/public mini-grids. According to my observations, nomadic people have a 

bigger need of portable lights to use after dark, and, as a security light where their animals are 

located. The lantern was further shown to be more frequent in areas with nomadic people as 

well, although several nomadic households living in huts within the same village had SHS 

instead. As villages tended to either only have SHS or Lanterns among their households, both 

in villages with mini-grids and those without, the motivation behind their choice of solar PV 

system becomes interesting.  

Most households in both regions said that they selected their system because it was available 

on the local market and because their friends or neighbors had it. None of the households 

answered that the price was the main reason of selecting it, but they did answer that increased 

costs was a major reason for not connecting to public and private mini-grids, in addition to 

safety, lack of reliability and that they already had a system. As availability raises as a major 

factor when households are selecting their solar PV electricity supply, in parallel with the 

presence of households using the same systems within a village, the market appear as a “first 

come-first served” market, where the information on the benefits and downsides with the 

different systems are lacking, in favor of companies selling as much as possible in an 

emerging market. This tendency was more viable in the northern parts than the western parts.  

6.3.2. Missing flexibility 

Based on my findings, the level of consumption varies in great extent between different 

households. Some households had a mix of grid connection and SHS, while others only had a 

lantern or SHS. The preferences, needs and contexts of living appear as more similar among 

those connected to private and public mini-grid, than those using SHS and lanterns. Those 

connected to mini-grids tend to have more electrical devices in their homes than those using 

SHS and lanterns. The consumption level is considered as higher among mini-grid connected 

households in this study, and, for some, a mini-grid connection was the only option that could 

give enough energy for their consumption needs. The set-sizes of the smaller stand-alone 

systems thus appear as a challenge. Although the current market offers three different kinds of 

solar PV options based on three different cost- and consumption preferences, none of them are 
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capable of offering flexibility in case on increase or decrease in consumption level. Mini-grid 

options do offer the availability of using and paying less or more per month, but households 

tend to consider the connection fee to high in relation to what they need, and thus rather chose 

a smaller system, which frequently has been showed to be SHS in this study.  

6.3.3. Lack of reliability  

It was common to have a backup system in addition to be connected to the public mini-grid in 

both regions. Having two systems, not in grid type, was however more present among my 

informants in western Kenya than in the norther regions. People I met who were connected to 

private mini-grids did not mention that they had or were budgeting for another system. I 

therefore find that households tend to have a backup system in addition to public mini-grid 

connection due to the lack of reliability.  

6.3.4. Missing knowledge and information 

Issues related to misunderstandings were common among my informants in both regions. The 

level of knowledge and capability of understanding how mobile payments worked appeared 

as a common problem in the Northern region, while misunderstandings related to what the 

system included and the quality of it was more common in Western Kenya. Mobile payment 

issues in the northern region can be considered as a result of both less individual phones, and 

households thus have to rely on other people to make their payments. Misunderstands related 

to what’s included and the quality in the Western Kenya is supporting the previous literature 

that has highlight that consumer awareness are missing among the solar PV users in Kenya. 

There are need for increasingly focus on learning and teaching people in these areas how the 

systems are working as well as give households information about different qualities and 

alternatives available on the market. The Northern region is based on this study considered in 

an earlier adaption phase than the western parts, which also reflects the challenges related to 

knowledge and information in the two regions.  

Summary of empirical findings 

The differences in preferences, contexts of living and needs varied between the households 

and the regions. In both areas, several households tended to have a backup system in addition 

to a public mini-grid connection, due to the lack of reliability. The backup system being used, 

and generally most used in both regions, was the SHS. It is further found that informants 

included in this study more frequently budget for another solar PV system in addition to the 

one in the western region than the northern region.  
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In both regions, private mini-grids was reliable and the users was satisfied. The findings of 

this study do however find that households tend not to connect to private mini-grids because 

of the increase in cost and the mini-grids limitations for only constructed buildings. Lack of 

connected households as well as large up-front costs appear as the major challenge for mini-

grid developers, supporting previous research on the field (Lay, et.al. 2012; Rollfs et.al., 

2015; Sanyal et.al., 2016) 

The three different systems on the market are offering three different consumption levels and 

prices. The three different levels do however not reflect three different user groups, as 

households living in the same villages with different needs, preferences and contexts of living 

tend to use the same systems, which most frequently was the SHS. Within villages in both 

regions, households tended to use the same systems. Households connected to mini-grids was 

an exception, as those households interviewed in this study had a generally higher 

consumption level. If a system being used by many different user groups had a high level of 

flexibility and appeared as suitable for different households with different preferences, this 

would not have raised any challenge.  

This is however not the case. The first issue is the lack of flexibility of the SHS and Lanterns, 

as they don’t have the ability to expand in case of increased electricity consumption, and, that 

the SHS lack the ability to be portable. The second issue is the motivation of choosing what 

system to buy. Households being interviewed in both regions confirm that the main 

motivation of choosing the system they had was the availability of it. This is further also 

observed as households within a village tend to use the same systems due to the lack of 

information and availability of all three systems. They chose to buy a system based on which 

one they find on the local market, rather than buying a system due to its suitability to their 

preferences and needs. The market thus appears as a first come -first served market, and 

households end up buying systems that are often less suited to their needs, although more 

suitable systems may exist on the market. This tendency was more visible in the northern 

parts than the western parts, which may be because the northern market is an emerging one, 

while the western market is one of the first established ones in Kenya. Observations finds that 

there are generally more different companies available on the western market than the 

northern one.   

Despite availability, other factors such as price, safety and willingness of paying extra for an 

upgrade in electricity has also been answered by interviewees, especially on the question of 

why they don’t connect to the local mini-grid. As introduced in the previous literature on the 
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field, affordability has been given most significant attention, and remains an important factor, 

based on the findings of this study. Several households mentioned that they budgeted for 

another system to cover their electricity needs, although all interviewed households in this 

study was connected to mini-grids or had a stand-alone solar PV system. Although most 

households still consider affordability as an important aspect of their solar PV option, the 

findings of this study show that some of interviewed households tend to upgrade from one 

option to another, although they knew about the increase of expenses, for instance. On the 

other side, others don’t find it efficient to pay a bigger amount to connect to mini-grid. The 

first example can be seen with the household in Northern Kenya that upgraded from SHS to 

the private mini-grid even though he acknowledged the increase in costs, and the other 

example can be seen on the household that expanded their SHS system instead of connecting 

to the public mini-grid.   

The findings of this study indicated that the households interviewed in this study tend to select 

their system based on a mix of availability and affordability, and, that the systems available 

on the systems are facing challenges, especially related to the inflexibility of the two smaller 

systems. This further shows that there are room for further development and research within 

the field of appropriate design of solar PV systems to make them increasingly more suitable 

for households with different consumption needs and preferences, as well as an increasing 

focus on information and knowledge among users, so that households can select a system 

based on their preferences and not just its availability and price.  
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7. Discussion and findings 
I will discuss and analyze the major empirical findings of this study. The thesis addresses to 

what extent the available solar PV systems offers appropriate technology, and, how to make it 

easier for people to choose appropriate technology as their electricity supply. The first section 

will analyze what an appropriate technology is in rural Kenya, based on the empirical findings 

of this study. Secondly, I will discuss how solar PV technologies can be increasingly 

appropriate to the users in rural Kenya. Thirdly, I will discuss what is needed to make it 

possible for households to choose systems that, to a greater extent, suits their preferences and 

contexts of living.  

7.1. Appropriate technology for rural Kenya  

The approach of appropriate technology emphasizes that there are need for customized 

solutions and systems based on in-depth knowledge of what would work best, as local 

conditions is considered essential. A competency and understanding of both technologies and 

social science is needed to investigate and utilize such technologies. Based on the empirical 

findings of this study, flexible, affordable and portable systems offering a great extent of 

quality for long-term sustainable systems, has been considered as an appropriate electricity 

technology for households in rural Kenya. I have found that the differences in consumption 

needs, preferences and contexts of living is various between households, villages, regions and 

communities. An appropriate technology for a such heterogenic user group is thus suggested 

to be flexible in all terms mentioned above, so that different user groups can use the same 

technology now and in the future. Future recommendations for the challenges related to 

appropriateness will be presented later in the thesis.  

7.2. Solar PV systems suitable for Kenya – or for large parts of rural Kenya? 

Most of the solar PV systems sold on the market in rural Kenya are produced in other 

countries by international companies. The development of technologies in more industrialized 

countries have previously shown to overlook contexts and needs for the country or region 

where the technologies are planned to be implemented. To offer appropriate solar PV 

technologies in rural Kenya, these companies need to develop in-depth knowledge of rural 

Kenyan’s life, context of living and social needs. Most of the companies/entrepreneurs that 

are selling their products on the market in rural Kenya, aims to create social innovation and 

suitable systems. This can easily be seen in the design of the three different systems on the 

market. The SHS is for instance created with a solar panel that you can put on any roof 

without required installation, the portable lamp have been created for people living in rural 
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areas without access to streetlights so that they can walk safely outside after dark, and, the 

mini-grid have created a business model which requires implementation in densely populated 

villages to decrease prices for households and expenditures for suppliers.  

Although the design of the systems and the thought behind it has principles and aims 

characterized by social entrepreneurship, it does not necessarily mean that the technologies 

operate as fully appropriate to all users in practice. The poor utilization of energy in the 

SolarKiosk is an example on social innovations that are not necessarily effective and 

appropriate in practice. There is nothing directly inappropriate with it, but considering the 

lack of electricity in these parts of Kenya, a more effective utilization of the energy would 

have increased its local contribution and appropriateness. This part of the paper will thus point 

out to what extent and eventually the gaps where the systems are not operating in parallels 

with the principles of the approach of appropriate technologies. I will address further 

recommendations that potentially can increase the appropriateness and diffusion of the 

systems and services in rural Kenya.   

7.2.1. Decentralized off-grid solar PV 

Solar relies on sun, which is among the many renewable resources available. Most experts 

agree that the sun is the most important renewable energy source, as it can be used without 

reducing its future availability. Unlike non-renewables like fossil fuels, solar energy provides 

energy with reduced pollution and environmental degradation. The costs of solar panels are 

most likely the major reason why solar energy is not more common. The prices keep 

declining, but they are still considered as too expensive for an average rural household to 

serve a fully facilitated home with several electrical devices with only solar panels. The solar 

PV market in Kenya has however managed to become a competitive alternative, through 

innovative business- and payment methods. Decentralized solar is perhaps most appropriate 

seen from a social- and geographical context. The national geography and infrastructure 

makes it difficult and less cost-effective to reach several rural areas with the grid due to the 

variate landscape and missing presence of roads to rural areas. There is thus a general 

agreement that off-grid decentralized solar is the preferable and most appropriate option to 

electrify rural Kenya in areas densely populated areas. Overall, off-grid technology is a 

suitable technology for Kenya based on social, geographical and economic aspects.  

7.2.2. Gaps of appropriateness  

All solar PV systems are facing issues related to their level of diffusion, although they are 

expected to play a part in the achievement of universal access in Kenya. Of the interviewed 
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households in this study, 12 household mentioned that they budgeted for another one due to 

the limitations of their system, either it was portability, level of consumption or reliability 

This arises the question of flexibility in the system, which appear as an important factor if 

systems should be appropriate to households with different preferences.  

Mini-grids 

Several researchers and entrepreneurs believe that mini-grids are the currently the best long-

term solution in places where it suits, due to the potential of variation in consumption levels 

among the connected households, and, that it can potentially be economically sustainable if 

enough households are connected. The first challenge with the mini-grid is thus that 

households tend not to connect, which currently are necessary to mobilize commercial finance 

for mini-grid developers. The second challenge is that mini-grid developers without 

distribution provision are facing decreased predictability and financial risks of investing 

money into a program. Further, the balance between cost-relativeness and affordability has 

given households uneven prices based on where you live and who you get your electricity 

from, which have created an injustice among the connected users. Although the mini-grid 

model is based on principles that are taking sustainability, geography and social needs into 

account, it should be mentioned that it also excludes a great number of households as it can 

only be used by those living in constructed buildings.  

As the main challenge of making mini-grids run economically sustainable is to connect 

households, findings in this paper indicated that households tend to use the same electricity 

system as their neighbors or friends within their village or area of living. This can both be a 

result of missing alternatives, missing knowledge about technology in general and the desire 

of owning something. Households tend to prefer buying systems and services through pay-

down solutions, which will not be the case for mini-grids as you constantly pay a monthly 

price based on your consumption. The increases in costs are another major factor which 

makes households choose smaller systems instead. Several private mini-grids do however 

offer reliable and affordable electricity, but there is a tendency among most informants in this 

study that they still tend to buy smaller solar PV systems. The current connecting price for 

private mini-grids does not differ dramatically from deposit prices for smaller stand-alone PV 

systems. Income is not necessarily the major reason of not switching to bigger systems, but 

rather the willingness of paying more for electricity, which might not be there yet among most 

households in certain areas.  
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The public mini-grids, on the other hand, have major challenges related to both reliability and 

the ability to create green energy, as only 9 of 21 are supposed to be retrofitted with 

renewable energy (ESMAP, 2016). None of the two public mini-grid I visited in Northern 

Kenya did work as a hybrid of solar and diesel, as it was supposed to, and according to 

operators working at Kenya Power, this is a common problem among their stations. This is 

concerning, considering that several rural households are connecting to the public grid. As 

they struggle to deliver reliable electricity, households tend to buy backup systems for the 

frequent blackouts. Taking the connection fee and monthly cost into account, it presents 

challenges for households, and, the credibility of the authority decreases as they don’t deliver 

what they are expected to.  

Stand-alone household systems 

On smaller systems, like SHS and Lanterns, there are several options that are or could 

potentially be effective and sustainable. Different methods and business models have 

contributed to an increase in both use and sales of both systems. PAYG created an affordable 

way of financing these systems. This makes it possible to sell bigger systems to low-income 

households through divided payments until you have paid it down in full. The retail model, 

where you pay the whole system at once, is on the other side suitable for the smaller systems 

due to the affordability the systems, in addition to the companies running income, as most of 

these systems are being resold due to the life-span of only 2-3 years.  

The short life-span and the evidence of companies depending of resale and repeat of 

consumer of the expense of it is one of the major challenges of the system. Neither the system 

nor the retail model appear as sustainable for long-term solutions. The desire of owning a 

system among households thus also loses its value, as households most likely must buy a new 

one in shortly after paying it down. In addition to the short life-span, it is almost impossible to 

replace a battery because of the rapid growth and change within the industry. Households thus 

need to buy new systems instead of replacing broken parts, which according to the literature 

on low-income households and issues related to affordability makes it, firstly, inappropriate, 

and secondly, not environmentally friendly as households throw away broken systems. Even 

though these solar PV systems are based on renewable energy, they do not appear as 

renewable systems as long as the presence of agencies with the aim of making new products 

out of the old ones through reparation and replacements are missing. The quality of the 

batteries thus becomes a contradictory detail in terms of the long-term sustainability of the 

two solar PV systems.  
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Further, both stand-alone solar PV systems comes as set-sized, but virtually, none of them can 

give enough electricity supply for a full electrified home with refrigerator, TV, light and 

mobile charger, for instance. None of them are designed to eventually increase the 

consumption levels if needed, either. Nor are the current needs of the users covered in an 

optimal way. Based on the findings of this study, several households tend to budget for 

another system due to limitations with the one they have. The limitations cross both the 

technical and social aspect, as it involves limitation of portability, flexibility and consumption 

level/sizing of both stand-alone systems. SHS and lanterns thus not fulfil the suggested 

principles of an appropriate technology, as it is not a flexible long-term solution for both the 

current needs as well as for eventual evolvement and consumption increase. If the aim is to 

electrify rural Kenya, none of the systems is thus considered as optimal for its purpose and 

findings indicated that households need several systems to get optimal electricity for their 

needs and preferences.  

7.2.3. Affordability and appropriateness  

Affordability and costs have historically been the challenge given most attention both in 

literature and in policy making when it comes to the low solar PV diffusion. The energy-

ladder hypothesis assumes that income is the factor that determines if households switch to 

modern fuel or not. In rural Kenya, the incomes are low and one should thus expect solar PV 

to be almost non-existent. Although the diffusion is considered low, solar PV is a common 

technology in rural Kenya and most households, including all the interviewed ones in this 

study, could afford a solar PV system. Based on the interviews in this study, the main 

motivation of selecting solar PV system was the availability of it. The findings of this study 

have also indicated a tendency of households increasing their consumption level, often 

starting with a smaller stand-alone solar PV system, such as an SHS or lantern, and later 

switch to bigger systems to get more electrical advices. As several households also tend to 

budget for another solar PV system to cover their consumption needs, affordability does not 

appear as the major determinant in the selection between different solar PV systems among 

those that already have solar PV electricity. For unelectrified households and markets where 

electricity and solar PV technologies are not common yet, and especially in the poorest and 

most rural areas, affordability is still considered extremely important. Both affordability and 

appropriateness is thus suggested to be considered as essential to create long-term sustainable 

electricity solutions so that households don’t have to budget for another system or service to 

cover their needs.   
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Future recommendations 

Overall, the developers of the three different types of systems which have been divided into 

three different levels based on their consumption level, prices and designs, have all been a 

contributor to giving thousands of rural Kenyans electricity, as well as influence the 

governments and international organizations in supporting solar PV systems. The systems are 

considered appropriate in the way that they fulfil most of the current basic electricity such as 

light and phone charging, in a way that people are willing to buy it, but none of the systems 

offer optimal appropriate technology, not as single system, nor as a group of alternatives, 

taking environmental- and possibility of evolvement into account. Many of the households 

being interviewed mentioned one or several aspects with their system that indirectly gave 

them limitations in their daily lives, especially related to inflexibility and missing portability.  

The mini-grid model currently appears as the most long-term sustainable solution, but is 

missing the appropriateness of the current needs and preferences. The first gap with the mini-

grid model is that households tend not to connect, even though several private mini-grids 

connection fee and monthly payment is considered as compatible with costs of smaller 

systems. The second gap here is that it excludes traditional nomadic households that live in 

huts. The flexibility of the system should thus be further studied and investigated, and 

connections could potentially be either to a box and not necessarily a building, or wireless 

electricity connections through wireless power transfers. This would have given more 

households the availability to connect in addition to remove the connection fee for households 

and costs for mini-grid entrepreneurs.  

Connecting more households, is in this this study, seen as the most appropriate and optimal 

solution of meeting mini-grid challenges of economic sustainability, as affordability have not 

been found as the main factor of not connecting for most households, but rather the 

willingness and access to connection. As subsidizing to offer mini-grid services to households 

have been considered as necessary, it is suggested that mini-grid entrepreneurs should 

consider developing more context-specific services that are increasingly more suitable to the 

needs, preferences and affordability of rural Kenyan households. The current mini-grid model 

appears as a bit too big and complex for the present time and context of rural Kenya, although 

it is considered the most long-term solution for an eventual consumption increase in the future 

for rural Kenya. Further, set tariffs should be compiled as well as increasingly clear 

regulations for where private mini-grid entrepreneurs can build up mini-grids. This could 

potentially decrease the injustice of different prices in different areas among households, as 
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well as giving entrepreneurs predictability and time to develop appropriate and sustainable 

mini-grids.    

As the public mini-grids I visited struggled to deliver credible electricity services, due to the 

many blackouts and internal issues with the utilization of renewable energy, private 

companies or developers should be considered as a supplement for public authorities. This 

could potentially have increased the cooperation and share of knowledge and competence 

between the two sectors, which could contribute to better mini-grids as well as faster and 

more reliable electricity for rural Kenyans.  

The appropriateness of the SHS and Lantern decreases where the mini-grid increases, and 

vice versa. The mini-grid has the potential of being a long-term sustainable solution, but also 

struggle to finance high up-front costs and get enough customers, while the SHS and lantern 

are currently much used systems among low-income households in rural Kenya, but miss the 

flexibility of potential future change as well as different consumption levels and short life-

span on the batteries.  

The lantern has and will most likely play a significant role in the first step of electrifying the 

unelectrified remaining poor and rural households in Kenya without any subsidizing, as it the 

most affordable option on the market as well as portable. On the other hand, SHSs are 

planned to be subsidized to make them affordable in the same areas. They will, however, be 

based on the current batteries which only serve households for a maximum of maybe 5 years. 

Predicting that poor and rural households in Kenya will increase their economic growth 

within that time may be both risky and uncertain, and they will most likely need several more 

years to get a stable economic growth. This study thus suggests that offering affordable 

systems that are suitable for their needs are considered a better option than subsidizing, as it 

might turn out that these areas will be dependent on subsidizing in the coming years, 

especially due to the short life-span of the batteries.  

Self-dependency is essential when creating appropriate technologies to low-income countries, 

which subsidizing in this context is not considered as a contributor to. Products, solutions and 

systems should be customized to such a great extent that villages theoretically can distribute 

and operate it themselves. Subsidizing can easily make the situation opposite in terms of 

international companies reselling inappropriate technologies to rural communities in Kenya 

which puts Kenya in debt, and, far away from self-dependence for a long time. 

Implementation of solar PV in unelectrified Kenyan areas should thus be based on experience 
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from the rest of rural Kenya, which indicates that the systems are missing a certain level of 

appropriateness, sustainability and coverage of different households’ needs and preferences. 

The recommendations in this part is further related to standardization and flexibility of 

change. The current systems on the market are as mentioned set-sized. As several of the 

households being interviewed missed one or several qualities with their system, there is a 

need for further research on how to make systems that can be expandable, so that households 

can build on instead of buying new ones in case of change. To make it easy for households 

both to buy parts to build on with, as well as buying broken spare parts, standardization of 

products should be appraised as a potential solution. Quality standardization has already been 

implemented through Lighting Africa, but technical standardization is still missing. This 

would have put pressure on suppliers to deliver quality products, not just the quality of the 

light, but also the batteries. An expandable solar PV system would have increased the 

sustainability of the system, as well as the flexibility of using it as a standard for households 

with different preferences. Ideal expandable systems with standardized spare parts and 

batteries could thus, based on the preferences of the user, provide both reliability, portability 

and flexibility. By increasing the technological focus in the creation of using existing 

technology and adopt it based on local conditions, this suggests local innovation based on the 

creation of competence in those regions that the technology is being adopted to, so that it 

eventually can be self-sustainable. In several ways, this is considered as the start of building 

up an innovation system in the region, which often require public engagement to build a 

technical competence that can create such technology, as well as, capacity to start producing 

new systems.  

7.3. Asymmetric balance of knowledge 

The findings of this study show that interviewed households with different preferences and 

needs tends to use similar solar PV system. This arises the question of how to make it possible 

for households to choose systems that in greater extent suit their social needs, preferences and 

context of living, and, to what extent stakeholders, suppliers, distributors and non-

governmental organization are and can be contributors to an open market where households 

chose suitable solar PV systems. By investigating this, I looked further into what extent the 

different systems complemented each other – and/or competed. In this section, I will discuss 

the hypothesis of to what extent the Kenyan solar market have become a “first come, first 

served” market. First come, first served, is in this thesis involving the tendency that 

households buy a system based on what company that started selling in their village first, 
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without having any knowledge about the different systems, their qualities and prices. 

Households buy a system based on the availability on the local market, because of both 

missing alternatives and information regarding the different systems on the local market.  

Although the solar PV systems in rural Kenya is considered as not optimal to the context, 

needs and preferences of the households, an eventual change of the systems will need to take 

market issues of availability and the need for open market arenas into account, if households 

increasingly are going to choose appropriate technologies.  

7.3.1. First come – first served 

Most of the emerging markets for Solar PV in rural Kenya are areas without electricity, also 

referred to as off-grid areas in this paper. Thus, solar PV technology is often something new 

to them. The operators and distributors in field does a very important job by introducing 

people to the technology, and learning them about it. What will be discussed in this part, 

however, is the balance between the general knowledge regarding different solar systems and 

the information suppliers are giving to their customers. According to the 2015 Lighting 

Global report, intense competition and segmentation tends to be frequently found in already 

existing markets, but that regions where the population is less familiar with technology tends 

to have higher frequent market dominated pioneers. In other words, new emerging markets 

tend to have fewer competitive suppliers than the existing markets have. Taking this into 

account in correlation with the northern- and western market, the western market, which was 

one of the first emerging solar PV markets in Kenya, had a great extent more segmentation 

and different suppliers than the northern market, which is among the newest emerging solar 

PV markets in Kenya. This in combination with the empirical findings of the paper suggest 

that new emerging solar PV markets in rural Kenya is characterized by a first come – first 

served mentality. This assumption is based on the findings of households in the same villages 

having the same systems, and, that households have confirmed that they select the system 

instead of the other ones, because it was the most available one.  

The major downside with such a market is that companies enter and sell their products 

regardless of the buyers’ knowledge and preferences. This has created an asymmetric balance 

between the buyer and the seller, based on the information and knowledge they have about the 

different solar PV systems. As the major challenge of achieving innovations like these is 

related to the lack of access and utilization of proper knowledge among the users, this is to the 

highest degree relevant for the solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya.  
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The first come – first served market is considered the main reason why households have 

availability as the main motivation factor of buying a system. Due to the limited availability 

of different systems and companies on emerging markets, companies have tended to dominate 

villages which further have contributed to minimal objective knowledge and information 

about the other existing systems, their qualities and prices. This have further caused a 

limitation of their possibilities of choosing a system that is suitable for their needs, 

preferences and context of living. The presence of this market tendency was noticeable in 

both regions of this study, but was more prominent in the northern villages, much due to the 

smaller size of the village and the chance of getting an overview. The tendency was so 

frequent that it could seem like different companies had their different villages, instead of 

selling on an open arena where households could make an objective choice.   

7.3.2. Complementation and competition 

As economic sustainability has been both a struggle and aim for private solar PV companies 

in rural Kenya, the market is characterized by competition. The market relations do however 

indicate that complementation among the different companies also are presence. 

Complementation is here understood as companies trying to complement each other. 

Although both competition and complementation can be considered important for an open 

market, the tendencies are rather showing the opposite. As private companies are competing 

as well as complementing each other, an unreal market balance has occurred. This balance has 

made it comfortable for companies to sell their products to a great number of households in 

specific areas, which affects the local competition and availability of choices.  

The complementation between private companies is further seen in the way companies tend to 

avoid areas where households already have bought systems, because they believe there won’t 

be any sales there. While positive complementation would have been that they communicated 

on an open market arena where households and villages had the possibility to choose between 

different solar PV systems, the complementation of presence creased a locked market where 

competitors avoid villages where other companies have sold their products. They complement 

each other in the way that they enter different villages as competitors. However, an essential 

part of the competition is missing. As the companies don’t sell and operate on an open arena, 

but rather in separated areas, most households are not aware of the different companies and 

systems being sold. In other words, the tendency between different private solar companies is 

characterized by some sort of compromise rather than a supplementation based on preferences 

and qualities, as well as missing competition in an open arena.  
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The main public authorities dealing with rural electrification in Kenya is not 100 percent 

public owned. As there are private investments in governmental companies, they have a 

tendency of performing as a competitor with aims of having profit. This has shown to affect 

the diffusion of solar PV in different ways. Firstly, as government plans tend to be less 

effective, take longer time and can be uncertain, private companies often start implementing 

solar PV systems in areas where there are public mini-grid plans, for instance. This slows 

down private companies’ incorporation of new solar PV systems, especially for mini-grid 

developers which have a larger amount of up-front costs than the other alternatives, which 

further affects the diffusion of solar PV. As the public authorities struggle to deliver credible 

electricity, a different relationship between public and private sector could have contributed to 

an increase in the share of expertise and experience.  

Overall, the market is not characterized by segmentation based on needs and competence, but 

rather a competition between different private companies and the public authorities. The 

competition of the public authorities is much due to the aim of having public profit as they are 

partly private owned. Although, there has been an increase in expertise share between public 

and private sector as a result of companies working with market regulations between private 

and public, for instance. If the public authorities are planning to continue to deliver electricity 

by mini-grids in Kenya, they should aim to learn from the private sector. The challenges the 

public sector is facing has already been solved by the private mini-grid entrepreneurs.  

7.3.3. Regulations and objective information 

With an open market arena, households could, to a greater extend, be motivated by picking a 

system that suited their preferences and needs. Even though the first come – first serve market 

in this thesis comes out as the main reason why the availability of the system is the motivation 

of selecting it, the responsible of ensuring that households are getting information, learning 

and knowledge in an understandable and available way, is usually a public responsibility. As 

finance and economy is such an important part of a company’s economic sustainability, 

market regulations and objective information arenas are unavailable and missing for the rural 

population in Kenya. Although Lighting Africa have the role of ensuring that products live up 

to a certain quality and costumer education, they have partnerships with several different solar 

PV companies on the Kenyan market, and it thus not considered an objective information 

channel in this study. It should also be mentioned that the customer education, according to 

their own descriptions, has mainly been focusing on the awareness of the advantages that 

solar PV systems provide over fuel-based sources, and not technical or design specifications 
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of what systems are being sold and by whom (Lighting Africa, Kenya). Considering the lack 

of objective information of the different systems on the market, the minimal knowledge 

among the users can has contributed to the first come-first served market existing today.  

Future recommendations  

Missing knowledge and information about different solar PV systems, and, the emergence of 

a first come – first served market in rural Kenya, are suggested as the main causes why 

households don’t get the chance to make a choice of what system they are buying based on 

their personal preferences, social needs and contexts of living. Future recommendations are 

related to objective information channels and an increasing focus on dissemination of 

knowledge related to the different types of systems and suppliers. This should be done in a 

way that appear as understandable and available by the users in rural Kenya. For a few rural 

areas, most of the population might have a smart phone, and an App development would for 

instance be an effective measure, given that the promotion and information about the App was 

given out to those of concern.  

Most rural communities, however, do not have the same access to smart-phone, and measures 

to improve understanding needs to be approached in a manner that allows access to all. The 

many SolarKiosk could for instance utilize their energy on a learning center that showed 

promo-videos with neutral information and learning about different systems, payment 

methods and development within the solar PV market. If centers like these are not available, 

actors or agencies need to mobilize communities in a more real-life setting where they travel 

around and spread information. These actors and agencies should be either from a 

governmental organ or some sort of a neutral organization, such as a non-governmental 

organization. This could, firstly, contributed to an increasingly open market where people 

bought systems and products based on the preferences and not the availability of them, which 

further most likely would have led to more households having appropriate solar PV systems. 

Secondly, it could potentially over time remove inappropriate and low-quality products from 

either a specific market in a specific context, or the entire market.   
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8. Concluding marks 
Despite the several different business- and payment methods which has made it more 

affordable for rural households to use solar PV in Kenya, the diffusion of the technology is 

still considered as low. In this study, I have provided an insight into determinants that have, 

and potentially can, influence the solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya. I have investigated to 

what extent the social innovation of solar PV is selling appropriate systems and services, and 

looked for social and technical determinants that has been given less focus than the economy 

and consumer education in previous literature. The factors influencing the diffusion has in this 

study been found through analysis of gaps that could be filled and contributed to an increase 

in the solar PV diffusion and the aim of electrifying all rural households. All findings and 

determinants are considered as complementary to the already existing ones, with a 

recommendation of giving context-specific principles more attention in the literature of 

technology diffusion in low-income areas. There should be an increasing focus on how to 

create systems and services that are suitable to households needs and preferences, as well as a 

contributor to self-dependency, long-term solutions and local evolvement, based on in-depth 

knowledge of the user groups in rural Kenya.  

8.1. Social innovations without optimal appropriateness   
Firstly, the solar PV on the market is characterized by social innovation solutions, based on 

what social entrepreneurs consider as suitable for rural households in low-income areas like 

rural Kenya. However, the systems have gaps in terms of appropriateness. None of the 

available systems on the market is considered as fully appropriate in terms of sustainability, 

self-dependency, flexibility and potential of expansion for eventual future consumption 

change. Lanterns and SHS has in addition the basal challenge related to the life-span and 

quality of the batteries. Mini-grids are considered the only technology that provides a long-

term solution as a more flexible and expandable system where households potentially could 

change their consumption without buying a new system. However, it is considered a solution 

to complex for its current context as households tend not to connect. There has been 

suggested that mini-grid entrepreneurs should assist public authorities through either 

supplementation or share of experience and expertise to a greater extent, as the public 

authorities are unable to deliver clean and reliable electricity through their mini-grids.  

The recommendations related to flexibility and expandability suggests that social 

entrepreneurs should increase the focus and development to build-on expandable systems. 

This could provide more flexible systems that cover household’s needs and preferences today, 
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and in future in regards to consumption change. It further suggests that standardization of 

batteries and other spare parts, so that households can easily change their broken part in 

exchange for a new one. This could provide a greater overview and possibility of repair and 

reuse parts, instead of throwing it away.  

8.2. Minimal availability and knowledge on the different systems 

Secondly, the interviews of households to investigate to what extent the systems were suitable 

to their context of living, preferences and social needs, showed that 1) households with 

different preferences tended to use the same systems, 2) the main factor of motivation when 

choosing what system to buy is the availability of the system. This raised a question of the 

users’ availability to information about different kinds of systems and suppliers on the market. 

Looking further into it, the market is characterized by a first come-first served mentality and a 

missing segmentation of the market. These characteristics are found based on that households 

and villages included in this study have a great variation in terms of social needs and context 

of living, but tend to use the same systems. Households living in the same villages are thus 

very often using the same solar PV systems from the same suppliers, despite their different 

social needs and preferences.  

The complementation and competition on the market are thus also being characterized by the 

emphasis of economic sustainability for the companies. Different companies are entering 

different villages, and, companies avoid villages that already have been entered by a previous 

company assuming that they won’t sell anything. The findings from the market is thus that it 

has been created a limited market arena that further has caused lack of knowledge and 

information about the different systems among users. This is considered the main reason why 

different user groups are using the same systems, and thus also, that households chose their 

system based on the availability. The lack of open arenas and availability of information about 

the different systems are considered the main reason why users don’t select their systems 

based on its appropriateness.  

There has thus been suggested recommendations to spread the knowledge and information 

about the different systems so that people, to a greater extent, can choose between systems 

that are appropriate to their preferences. There are currently no fully objective public, private 

or NGO agencies that are established to spread objective information about the different 

systems, and it is thus recommended to establish such an agency. It should be done in a way 

that appear as understandable and available for all the different user groups in rural Kenya, 

which most likely requires different ways of learning and promotion of information. An 
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increase in the knowledge and information among the users could contribute to a higher 

interest of getting a solar PV system as well as a higher extent of households using an 

appropriate technology to their household. It is further recommended that the communication 

and cooperation between public and private companies should increase to provide open 

market arenas, objective information and knowledge related to market, prices and different 

suppliers, as a contribution to give all rural Kenyans appropriate technology.  

8.3. Appropriateness as an influence of the solar PV diffusion 

By addressing factors related to social- and technical aspects, based on the principles of the 

appropriate technology approach, the study have found gaps and solutions that influences the 

solar PV diffusion in rural Kenya. Challenges being addressed in this paper is how solar PV 

technologies in rural Kenya can be based on ingenious in-depth knowledge, and, the missing 

information about the different solar PV systems among the users. Affordability and 

consumer education has been the main determinants among most researchers in the field, and 

it remains important as a part of the appropriateness, especially for the poorest and most rural 

areas. The findings on this thesis shows that households that have managed to access to 

electricity through one or more of the three types solar PV technologies, it does not seem like 

affordability has been a strong determinant influencing their choice of system. It is thus 

suggested an increase in focus to a more open appropriate approach where context-

specifications, sustainability, self-dependency and long-term solutions are getting a more 

central part in focus.  

Knowledge and level of appropriateness comes out as essential factors to provide 

technologies that can be adopted in an easy way by several different user groups. If 

technologies like these are being made in parallel with the spread of information and focus on 

open market arenas, households have a greater chance to choose and buy systems and services 

that are appropriate to their current preferences, social needs, contexts of living, also in their 

future in case of any eventual change. On the current market, it will not be adequate to 

increase the knowledge and information about the systems, as the lack of flexibility, coverage 

and set-sizes, ability for expansion and life-span of spare parts, makes the systems 

inappropriate to the users. The low diffusion of solar PV in rural Kenya are thus seen as the 

result of gaps in appropriateness of all systems, and if an increase in the diffusion is an aim, it 

is suggested to build increasingly local innovation witch further can be turned into bigger 

innovation systems, where technological electricity systems are being created through local 
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engagement and ownership, so that communities can be self-sufficient with long-term 

electricity solutions.  
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